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Special Presentation
First Prize Winner 2019 ANNE DESMET, England
ANNE DESMET RA RE

Anne Desmet RA with Albion printing press
Anne Desmet RA was born and brought up in Liverpool. She
has BFA and MA degrees in Fine Art from Oxford University, a
Postgraduate Diploma in Printmaking from Central School of
Art, London, and in 2018 she was elected an Honorary Fellow of
Worcester College, Oxford University, for ‘distinction in the world
of art’. She exhibits her wood engravings, linocuts and printed
collages widely, has won over 40 national and international
awards (including a Rome Scholarship in Printmaking; a
Pollock-Krasner Foundation Award, USA; and an Elizabeth
Greenshields Foundation Award, Montreal, Canada) and has
works in major public and private collections worldwide. The
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and the Whitworth Art Gallery,
Manchester, have each purchased significant holdings of
her works. Over 40 solo shows include two major museum
retrospectives at the Ashmolean (1998) and Whitworth (2008)
respectively: each toured UK museums for two years. She had
an earlier retrospective at Moscow’s Ex Libris Museum, Russia
(1995); and solo exhibitions of recent works at the Holburne
Museum, Bath (2017) and Gainsborough’s House Museum,
Suffolk (2018). Desmet is author of seven published books on
printmaking and drawing and was editor of Printmaking Today
magazine from 1998-2013. Commissions include engravings
for the British Museum; National Gallery; British Library; V&A;
Balliol and Worcester Colleges, Oxford; Sotheby’s and the
Royal Mint. She is only the third wood engraver ever elected to
membership of the Royal Academy of Arts (RA) in its 252-year
history. She lives and works in London and has recently curated
an historic exhibition celebrating 100 years of the art of wood
engraving, which was launched at the Ashmolean Museum in
August 2020. The exhibition, “Scene through Wood: A Century
of Modern Wood Engraving” will tour other museums and public
galleries for the next few years.
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1964 Born in Liverpool, UK
1983-86 BA Fine Art, Oxford University
1987-88 Printmaking Postgraduate Diploma, Central School of
Art, London
1988 Elected Associate (ARE) Royal Society of PainterPrintmakers, Fellow (RE) 1991
1989-90 British School at Rome Scholarship in Printmaking
1991 MA Fine Art, Oxford University; elected to Society of
Wood Engravers (SWE)
1998-2013 Editor of Printmaking Today magazine
2003-7 External examiner, BA & MA Fine Art, Aberystwyth
University
2008 Elected Member of Royal West of England Academy
2010-12 External examiner, FdA & BA Fine Art, Kingston
College
2010-19 Honorary Fellow/Creative Associate, Aberystwyth
University
2011 Elected Member of Royal Academy of Arts (RA)
2018 Honorary Fellowship, Worcester College, Oxford
University
Awards & Prizes
2019 First Prize – 4th New York Miniature Print International,
Manhattan Graphics Center, New York, USA
2019 First Prize – World Art Print Annual, Lessedra, Sofia,
Bulgaria
2015 Honorary Member: Printmakers Council, UK
2014 Juror’s Prize: Footprint Exhibition, Connecticut, USA
Prize: Lessedra Mini Print Exhibition, Sofia, Bulgaria
2013, 99 Prizes: Mini Print Biennial, Connecticut, USA
2012 Grants for the Arts Award: Arts Council England
2011 V&A Acquisition Prize: The Discerning Eye, London
Intaglio Printmaker & SWE Prizes: Bite National Print
Exhibition, London
2010 London Original Print Fair Award: RA Summer Exhibition
2010, 07 Judges’ Awards: Mini Print Triennale, Lahti Art
Museum, Finland
2009 Honourable Mention: 7th Mini Print Biennial,
Connecticut, USA
2008, 05, 04 SWE Awards: Originals, London
2007 Zenith Collection & SWE Prizes: Originals07, London
2007, 96, 89 Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Awards
Canada
2006 Rachel Reckitt Award: SWE Annual touring Exhibition
2004 Birgit Skiold Memorial Trust Printmaking Award
2000 Exhibition Prize: Mini-Print International, Vitoria, Brazil
1998 Pollock-Krasner Foundation Award USA
Art Review Award: National Print Exhibition, London
Museum Purchase Prize: Grafinnova, 7th Open Print Triennial,

Ostrobothnian Museum, Vaasa, Finland
1997 Southern Arts Award
S Dawson Taylor Award: RWA Open Print, Bristol
1995 Artist’s medal: Ex Libris Museum, Moscow, Russia
1994 G Tuffrey Memorial Award: RWA Open Print, Bristol
1992 Prize: South Bank Picture Show, London
1991 Rooks Rider Prize: A View of the New, Royal Overseas
League, London
1987 Lithography Prize: PMC National Print Exhibition, Royal
Festival Hall, London
Public & Corporate Collections UK
Ashmolean Museum; Whitworth Art Gallery; V&A; National Art
Library; British Museum; British Library; Museum of London;
London Metropolitan Archive; RA; RWA; Fitzwilliam Museum;
Pallant House; Royal Mint Museum; Royal Collection, Windsor
Castle; Mercer Art Gallery, Harrogate; Bradford Museums &
Art Galleries; School of Art Museum, Aberystwyth University;
Worcester & Balliol Colleges, Oxford; Eton College; Kent
University; University of the West of England; Manchester
University Library; Manchester Metropolitan University;
Slaughter & May, London; National Grid PLC; Art Review
Public & Corporate Collections Worldwide
Ex Libris Museum, Moscow, Russia; Musée d’Art
Contemporain, Chamalieres, France; Ostrobothnian Museum,
Vaasa, & Lahti Art Museum, both Finland; Franciscan Museum
& Art Gallery Gorica, Livno, Bosnia Herzegovina; Gibraltar
Government Art Collection; Museo della
Stampa, Mondovi & Museo Civico, Cremona, both Italy;
Municipal Art
Gallery, Lodz, Poland; Museu de Arte do Espirito Santo,
Vitoria, Brazil; Whangarei Art Museum, Wharepuke, New
Zealand; Guanlan Print Museum, Nanjing Art Gallery,
Heilongjiang Provincial Museum of Art, Yinchuan Museum
of Art, Beijing Academy of Fine Art Museum, all in China;
IMG Corporate, New York & Yale Center for British Art,
Connecticut, both USA
Residencies
2016 Eton College, Berkshire
2013 The Lookout, Aldeburgh Beach, Suffolk
2007-8 Creative Partnerships (Arts Council) residency at
Lauriston Primary School, East London

RA Revolution,
2017, Lithograph, 30,5 x 42 cm

Manhattan Sun, 2017, Reduction Wood
Engraving and Stencilling, 19 x 20,3 cm
2003 Grafisch Museum, Groningen, Netherlands
1990 Oriel 31, Newtown, Powys (North Wales Arts)
Solo Exhibitions (since 1993)
2019, 18, 15 Long & Ryle, London
2018 Gainsborough’s House Museum, Sudbury, Suffolk
2017 Holborne Museum, Bath
2016, 14 Editions Ltd, Liverpool
2016, 1992 Royal Overseas League, London
2016 Eton College, Berks
2015 Wirral Festival of Firsts, Hoylake
2013 Aldeburgh Lookout, Suffolk
2012 Anne Desmet – Olympic Metamorphoses, touring:
Pitzhanger Manor Gallery & RA Library, both London; Mercer
Art Gallery, Harrogate; Bluecoat Arts & Editions Ltd, both
Liverpool
2012, 11, 10, 08, 06, 04 Hart Gallery, London
2012 West Yorkshire Print Workshop, Mirfield, Yorks
2009, 1995, 93Godfrey & Watt, Harrogate
2008-10 Anne Desmet – Urban Evolution, Whitworth Art
Gallery, Manchester & touring: School of Art Museum,
Aberystwyth; Mercer; Gainsborough’s House, Suffolk;
Liverpool Hope University; UCLAN, Preston; RWA; Cartwright
Hall, Bradford
2002, 00, 1998, 96, 94, 92, 91 Duncan Campbell Fine Art,
London
1998-99 Anne Desmet – Towers & Transformations, major
retrospective, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford & touring: School
of Art Museum, Aberystwyth; Holburne Museum, Bath; Peter
Scott Gallery, Lancaster University; Mercer; Millais Gallery,
Southampton Institute; Oriel 31, Powys; & Whitworth
1995 Anne Desmet – Wood Engraver, Ex Libris Museum,
Moscow, Russia
Two-Six Person Exhibitions (since 1993)
2020 Anne Desmet’s Choice: Royal Academicians’ Prints,
Kevis House Gallery, Petworth
2018 RA250 Project, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Anne Desmet RA & Friends, Kevis House Gallery, Petworth
2017 Wood engravings: Gwen Raverat & Today’s Artists, Watts
19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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Manhattan Stars,
2017, Reduction Wood Engraving, 19 x 20,3 cm
Gallery, Surrey
2016 Three Royal Academicians, Gustavo Bacaristas Gallery,
Gibraltar
2014 Wood Engraving – Developing the Medium, Brook
Gallery, Devon
Across the Pond, Manhattanville College, NY, USA
2012-14 Sense of Soane, Pitzhanger Manor, London &
Aberystwyth University
2013 Xilografia d’Oltremanica, Museum of Printing, Mondovi,
Italy
2011 Of Time & Place, A & A Gallery, Richmond, Surrey
2008 3 Liverpool Printmakers, Editions Ltd, Liverpool
2003/4 Rediscovering Rembrandt, & Anne Desmet,
Whitworth, Manchester
2002 De Ploeg print gallery, Groningen, Netherlands
2001 Urban Evolution, Manhattan Graphics Center,
New York, USA
2000 Espaco Cultural Yazigi International, Vitoria, Brazil
1999 FourSight, Royal Over-Seas League, London
Printing from Wood, Artmonsky Arts, London
1996 Two Wood Engravers, Printworks Gallery, Colchester
1993 Three Women Engravers, Barbican Centre, London
Selected Group Shows (brief summary)
Since 1990, Anne Desmet has shown regularly in the RA Summer
Exhibition & in numerous selected group shows worldwide. In
2018 her works were shown in Chinese & British Relief Prints,
Heilonjiang Museum, China. In 2017 she was an invited artist in
Dialogue in Yinchuan, Yinchuan Museum of Contemporary Art,
China. In 2008-9, Tower of Babel collages by Desmet featured
in the British Museum’s Babylon: Myth & Reality exhibition. In
2003/4 she curated an exhibition of historical prints & some of
her own works, all from the Whitworth Art Gallery’s collection, as
a special feature of its exhibition: Rediscovering Rembrandt. In
2003 she was an invited artist in Ink from Wood: Two Traditions
at the Center for Contemporary Printmaking, Connecticut,
USA, exhibiting alongside Chuck Close, Alex Katz & Antonio
Frasconi. Desmet has been an invited selector for 37 national
& international open print shows.
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Selected Publications
Scene through Wood: A Century of Modern Wood Engraving
& Box of Delights, both by Anne Desmet (both Ashmolean
Museum Publications); Anne Desmet – A Greek Journey; Anne
Desmet – An Italian Journey (both published by Royal Academy
Publications); Primary Prints by Anne Desmet; Handmade Prints
by Anne Desmet & Jim Anderson; Printmakers: The Directory by
Anthony Dyson & Anne Desmet (all A&C Black); Anne Desmet
RA – Time Sequences (Long & Ryle); Sense of Soane: Emily
Allchurch, Anne Desmet, Catrin Huber (Arrivata Publishing);
Anne Desmet – Olympic Metamorphoses (Hart Gallery); Anne
Desmet – Urban Evolution (Whitworth/Hart Gallery); Anne
Desmet – Towers & Transformations (Ashmolean); Printmaking
– A Contemporary Perspective by Paul Coldwell (Black Dog);
Owain Glyndwr’s Court (Gregynog Press); Architectural Drawing
by David Dernie (Laurence King Ltd); The Printmaking Bible by
Ann D’Arcy Hughes & Hebe Vernon-Morris (Chronicle Books);
Monoprinting by Jackie Newell & Dee Whittington; Collecting
Original Prints by Rosemary Simmons; Relief Printmaking
by Ann Westley; Printmakers’ Secrets by Anthony Dyson;
Drawing Matters by Jane Stobart; Who’s Who (all A&C Black/
Bloomsbury); Private Views: Artists Working Today by Judith
Palmer (Arts Council); An Artist’s Handbook by Ray Smith
(Dorling Kindersley); An Engraver’s Globe by Simon Brett
(Primrose Hill Press); Engravers Two (Silent Books); Wood
Engraving & the Woodcut in Britain by James Hamilton (Barrie
& Jenkins). Features in: The Times; Guardian; Independent;
Evening Standard; Financial Times; Big Issue; RA Magazine;
House & Garden; Oxford Times; Printmaking Today; Parenthesis,
Art Review; Artists & Illustrators; Art Monthly; Jackdaw; Art
& Cities; Print Quarterly; Burlington; Art Quarterly; Kunst &
Unterricht (Germany); Gibraltar Chronicle; The Times (Malta);
Grafik Nytt (Sweden); Journal of the Print World (USA)
Commissions
Manchester Metropolitan University Special Collections Library;
Gainsborough’s House Museum; British Library; British Museum;
National Gallery; V&A; Royal Mint; Sotheby’s; Worcester &
Balliol Colleges, Oxford; Gregynog Press; Dulwich College,
London; St Michael & All Angels Church & Queen Elizabeth

Manhattan Rain,
2017, Wood Engraving and Linocut, 19 x 20,3 cm

Children’s Hospital, both East London; National Grid; The
Times; OUP; Central School of Art, London; British Association
of Paediatric Surgeons; Abbey School, Tewkesbury; many
private commissions
Curatorial commission
Anne Desmet is the curator of Scene through Wood: A Century
of Modern Wood Engraving, an exhibition celebrating the
centenary of the founding of the Society of Wood Engravers
in 1920. The show opens at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,
in summer 2020, showing until 15 November before touring
other UK museums for the next few years. The exhibition is
accompanied by a substantial and fully illustrated catalogue
researched and written by Desmet.
Artist’s Statement
I feel very honoured to have been awarded First Prize in last
year’s Lessedra World Art Print Annual. It is an exhibition
I have supported by sending in my work since its earliest
days. I have huge respect for the organisers for putting the
show on, every year without fail, for all these years. These
exhibitions take a huge amount of time and effort and the
organisers do it primarily for love and out of care for their
fellow-artists. They also have a genuine interest in engaging
creatively and positively with other nations and cultures.
I salute them. It’s a particular pleasure to be given a solo
exhibition at Lessedra this year to coincide with the 2020
World Art Print Annual. I am only sorry – extremely sorry
– that the pandemic makes it unlikely I’ll get to see the
exhibitions myself. I hope that those who do will greatly
enjoy them. I decided to use the offer of this solo show to
mount a mini-retrospective of about 20 years of my work in
order to parallel, roughly, the timespan that the Lessedra
World Art Print Annual has encompassed.
This selection of my work includes linocuts and a lithograph of
Italy – where I lived for a year as a Rome Scholar in Printmaking
(1989-90). Italy’s ancient buildings and the palpable sense of
its vast history continue to inspire me. There are also linocuts
of the interior of a derelict public swimming pool in Manchester,

Manhattan Storm,
2017, Wood Engraving and Linocut, 19 x 20,3 cm

Brooklyn Bridge: New Day,
2015, Wood Engraving, 24,6 x 17,3 cm
in the north-west of England. A decaying Victorian building, its
elaborate and ornate architecture reminded me of the ruins
of ancient Rome as recorded by the sublime etcher Giovanni
Battista Piranesi (1720-1778). The selection also features wood
engravings of New York, which I experienced in all weathers
in the winter of 2014; an imaginary vista titled ‘Urban Jungle’
created from my studies of the elaborate Tudor-era chimneys
of England’s historic Eton College (where I was artist-inresidence in 2016); a view up the beautiful light-filled stairwell
of Gainsborough’s House Museum in Suffolk, England, which
dates back to c.1520; and wood engravings and a stone
lithograph of iconic buildings in London, the city where I have
lived for 30 years.
The two most recent works in this selection were both
commissioned pieces. The first, “Living History” (2019) was
made for England’s Dulwich College, a famous school for boys
in outer London which celebrated its 400th anniversary last
year. The image shows a view of the spectacular ceiling and
part of the raised stage of the school’s main hall. Below it is
an engraving of a clump of ancient trees seeming to grow up
into the architecture of the College. Those trees are derived
from a historic engraving by Thomas Sturge Moore (18701944), poet, author and artist, who was a former student of
the College. The other commissioned piece, made this year,
is titled “Wood Engraver’s Tower”. It was made for the Special
Collections Library of Manchester Metropolitan University in
England. The Library houses the archives of the UK’s Society
of Wood Engravers (SWE) which celebrates its centenary this
year. The Library plans to hold an exhibition (postponed until
19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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next year) to celebrate the SWE’s centenary and commissioned
me to make an engraving to celebrate the art of wood engraving
and its relationship to books and book art and, by extension, to
a library. I created a still-life model in my studio in the form of a
Babel Tower (a recurrent theme in my work). The components of
the model, which are all items found in my home, all relate in some
way to the history of wood engraving, to artists and to books. This
large and complex “Wood Engraver’s Tower” is the result.
Anne Desmet specializes in wood engraving, linocut, lithography &
mixed-media collage. Her engravings are printed in her home-studio
on her historic, cast-iron, Albion printing press which was made in
1859 and remains in perfect working order. Her subject matter is
largely architectural yet buildings are subject to metamorphoses
relating to the effects of changing light, weather and the passage
of time. Desmet aims to suggest the timeless solidity, aspiration,
humour, hubris and folly that architectural forms can convey, as
well as the poignancy of their impermanence and vulnerability conditions which evoke and parallel the fragile life of humankind.

Leaning Tower, 2016, Stone Lithograph, 51,5 x 30 cm

Skylines (London), 2013, Wood Engraving, 7 x 55 cm
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St Paul’s: Stars, 2014,
Wood Engraving, 21,5 x 17,5 cm

Urban Jungle, 2016,
4-Plate Lithograph,
73,6 x 20,3 cm

Towards the Light,
2018, Reduction
Wood Engraving,
58,4 x 12,6 cm

Further Towards the
Light, 2019, Reduction Wood Engraving,
58,4 x 12,6 cm

Light Stairwell VBM, 2007,
Colour Reduction Linocut,
60 x 20,5 cm

Deserted Pool VBM,
2007, 2-Colour Reduction
Linocut, 60 x 20,5 cm

Dark Stairwell VBM, 2007,
2-Colour Reduction Linocut,
60 x 20,5 cm

Teatro Romano, 2002,
2-Block Linocut,
61 x 20,3 cm

British Museum
series: No. 2, 2005,
Wood Engraving and
Stencilling,
17,4 x 24,8 cm

Wood
Engraver’s
Tower, 2020,
Wood Engraving,
30 x 25 cm

Living History, 2019,
Wood Engraving,
16,5 x 123
cm

Matera, towards evening,
2000, 2-Block Linocut,
61 x 20,3 cm
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2020
Special Presentation
Second Prize Winner 2019 RENE VAN KEMPEN, The Netherlands
De Profundis
In 2007 a journalist asked me if I want to change the world with my art! This question came during the grand opening of my
exhibition (titled De Profundis) in Kiev. My answer was that an artist cannot change the world.
The second question was: “does an artist need to shout or to whisper?”
Is whispering not enough to express the necessary feelings on paper or canvas?
As an artist I have the art-technical skills to create an image on a piece of paper or canvas. Mostly I work with photographic
print techniques. Since the invention of the photography in the 19th century the amount of techniques is vastly expanded. Nowadays every smartphone has a digital camera, with photo editing software. I use all kinds of techniques and I want to explore
the boundaries of all the techniques. To shout or to whisper: I need all the possibilities! Experimenting, creating and sometimes
destroying, I come to my answer on a piece of paper or canvas.
The internet gives an almost direct view of the world. What happens on the other side of the world is almost instantly send to
every smartphone and PC. The impact can be enormous! That is the reason for me to make a series of prints titled “Erased
violence”: photos of terror attacks are printed on paper, and with several layers of prints, the violence was erased. But only on
the paper.
Is it art or a philosophy to erase an image?

Erased Violence I

Erased Violence II

Traditionally, art and philosophy are separate domains. Philosophy is about truth, reason and many other soul stirrings. Art is
about beauty, feeling and the perfect application of a technique. In the 20th century, these two domains often met. See? Dadaism. An artist determined whether something is art or not. The statement that a work of art should be seen as an art-object
was the start of philosophy in art. An artist today is not only the person who creates beautiful works of art. As an artist I also
make beautiful art, but I also want to show what is happening in the world. I also want things that take place outside the artworld to be displayed on paper or canvas. With my art I want to transform existing or self-created images (photos) into another
visual language. For me, this visual language must have a higher dimension, and, so I hope, triggering something in the viewer.
Such as erasing an image (photo). That’s why making art is a philosophical activity for me. And whether I can change the world
with my art. Even if I shout… I don’t think so.
René van Kempen, 2020.

CURRICULUM VITAE
René van Kempen (Utrecht 1961, The Netherlands)
G v Ledenberchstraat 23-3
1052 TX Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: 0031(0)20-6883432; 06 17248315
E-mail: renevankempen@tiscali.nl
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renevankempen88@gmail.com
Education: Hoge School Voor De Kunsten Utrecht Nederland
(Academy of Arts Utrecht, The Netherlands)
1986-1991 Afdeling Autonoom grafiek.
Atelier: G v Ledenberchstraat 23-3 Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
Druckwerkstatt Bethanien Berlin (Germany)

Awards
2007: Honorable Mention: 40 x 40, 1e Friese Mini-prent Biënnale
(The Netherlands)
2015: First Prize: Beyond the Image (Mexico)
2018: Centre d’artistes Voix Visuelle Ottawa Canada, 3e prix:
Prix Marcell Lavallée / - 3rd Prize Marcell Lavallée
2019: 2nd Prize 18th Lessedra World Art Print Annual mini Print
2019 (Sofia, Bulgaria)
2019: Honorable Mention: 10th International Drawing Biennale,
Polish Art Foundation-Melbourne (Australia)
2020: Zilver Prize 2nd TKO (Tokyo-Kyoto-Osaka) International
Miniprint Exhibition-2020 (Japan)
Exhibitions
2020 2nd TKO (Tokyo-Kyoto-Osaka) International Miniprint Exhibition 2020 (Japan)
19th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
2019 Derechos Humanos, Unidad Cultural Gallery, Monterrey
(Mexico)
18th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
Crise Climatique, Centre d’artistes Voix Visuelle, Ottawa (Canada)
10th painting and mixed media exhibition, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
10th International Drawing Biennale, Polish Art Foundation,-Victorian Artists Society Gallery, Melbourne (Australia)
2018 De Profundis Exclamavi, Galerie Beeldend Gesproken,
Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
Décima Colectiva International de Grabado 2018, Monterrey
(Mexico)
17th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
Grabados por la Paz, Monterrey (México)
De Profundis Exclamavi, Grafisch Atelier, Alkmaar (The Netherlands)
Spasme Temporel / Temporal Spasm, Centre d’artistes Voix

Laterna Magica 01,
2020, Transferprint/Reliefprint, 24 x 18 cm

Laterna Magica 02,
2020, Transferprint/Reliefprint, 24 x 18 cm
Visuelle,-Ottawa (Canada)
2017 Matrices 2017, International Electrographic Art Exhibitions,
Budapest (Hungary)
16th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
I Babble, Therefore I Am, International Digital Print Exhibition,
Centre d’artistes - Vox Visuelle, Ottawa (Canada)
2016 Grabados por la Paz, Monterrey (México)
Octava International de Grabado 2016, Monterrey (Mexico)
The First TKO International Miniprint Exhibition 2016, TokyoKyoto-Osaka (Japan)
Tara Da-Da, International Digital Miniprint Exhibition, Centre
d’artistes Vox Visuelle, - Ottawa (Canada)
2015 Global Print 2015 (Portugal)
Beyond The Image, Galeria Leopoldo Carpinteyro Culturales
Hidalgo (Mexico)
Beyond The Image, Unidat Apodaca (Mexico)
Digital Structure, Le Centre d’artistes Vox Visuelle, Centre
d’artistes Ottawa (Canada)
2014 Grabados por la Paz, Monterrey (México)
13th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
Vanier, Quartier Numérique, Centre Communautaire RichelieuVanier (Canada)
Global Print 2014 (Portugal)
2013 Message in a bottle, Sala Cavazza, Bologna (Italy)
Grabados por la Paz, Monterrey (México)
Heil Kunst, Centre For Culture and Arts, Aleksinac (Servie)
Global Print 2013 (Portugal)
Une Vision du Futur, Le Centre d’artistes Vox Visuelle, Ottawa
(Canada)
Heil Kunst, National Museum in Vranje (Servie)
2012 11th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery,
Sofia (Bulgaria)
2nd International Print Biennial, Sculpture Museum, Fushun City
(China)
International Print Exhibition, Yunnan (China)
A4 Prints, Poly Arts Centre, Falmouth, Cornwall (UK)
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Laterna Magica 03,
2020, Transferprint/Reliefprint, 24 x 18 cm
A4 Prints, Wheal Martin, Carthew, Cornwall (UK)
Matrices 2012 International Electrographic Art Exhibitions, Budapest (Hungary)
Sign and Letter, Lettra-Krakow 2012, Krakow (Poland)
2011 NSA Print, The Exchange Gallery, Penzance, Cornwall (UK)
Grabados por la Paz, Monterrey (México)
10th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
A4 Prints, Poly Arts Centre, Falmouth, Cornwall (UK)
Imprint 2011-Metropolis, Kulisiewicz International Graphic Arts
Triennial, - Warsaw (Poland)
2010 International Print Exhibition “We Are The World” Sala
Cavazza, Bologna (Italy)
Multiple Matters, Grafische Konzepte, Künstlerhaus, Wien (Austria)
Grabados por la Paz, Monterrey (México)
9th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
Matrices 2010, International Electrographic Art Exhibitions, Budapest (Hungary)
40 x 40, 2e Friese Mini-prent Biënnale, De Galerij, Drachten
(The Netherlands)
7th International Graphics Triennial, Lahti Art Museum (Finland)
1st International Exhibition Painting and Mixed Media, Lessedra
Gallery, Sofia (Bulgaria)
2009 1st International Print Biennial, Fushun City (China)
8th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery, Sofia
(Bulgaria)
Ex Libris Exhibition, Debrecen (Hungary)
IMPRINT-Contemporary Graphic Art Collection, Galeria Magasinet, Falun (Sweden)
Grabados por la Paz, Monterrey (México)
International Graphic Art Biennial Split, Split (Croatia)
Drawing Biennale, Step Gallery, Melbourne (Australia)
Drawing Biennale, Bennala Art Gallery, Banalla Victoria (Australia)
2008 7th Lessedra World Art Print Annual, Lessedra Gallery,
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Sofia (Bulgaria)
BIMPE V, Federation Gallery, Vancouver (Canada)
International Print Exhibition Yunnan, Yunnan (China)
Imprint 2008, Kulisiewicz International Graphic Arts Triennial,
Warsaw (Poland)
2007 De Profundis, Fund for Promotion of Arts Development,
Kiev (Ukrain)
Matrices 2007, Duna Gallery, Budapest (Hungary)
40 x 40, 1e Friese Mini-prent Biënnale, De Galerij, Drachten
(The Netherlands)
Print, Internationale Grafik Triennale, Künstlerhaus, Wien (Austria)
International Multiple Art Exhibition, Gyeong Nam State Museum,
(South Korea)
40², TEM Galerij, Leeuwarden (The Netherlands)
2006 Traumgebilde, Galerie Loschwitz, Dresden (Germany)
Birdinvest, Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium)
Internationale Grafik Triennale, Krakow (Poland)
2005 Blue Hall-Marktplatz Europa, Kunsthalle Arnstadt (Germany)
Birdinvest, Borgloon (Belgium)
Traumgebilde, Soziokulturellen Zentrum, Magdeburg (Germany)
Prent.nu, Loods 6, Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
2004 Prent.nu, Loods 6, Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
IV Internationales Kunstfestival, Magdeburg (Germany)
2003 III Internationales Kunstfestival, Magdeburg (Germany)
Blue Hall-Marktplatz Europa, Atelierhaus Panzerhalle, Groß
Glienicke (Germany)
Tegenstellingen, De Galerij, Drachten (The Netherlands)
2002 Existenz, Grafisch Atelier, Alkmaar (The Netherlands)
2000 Die Holländische Welle, Kabinett im Stadmuseum, Jena
(Germany)
1999 Turmgalerie, Potsdam (Germany)
Zwei aus Fünfundzwanzig, Druckwerkstatt Bethanien, Berlin
(Germany)
1998 SFB, Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
Turmgalerie, Potsdam (Germany)
Art Multiple, Kunstmesse, Düsseldorf (Germany)
Temple Bar International Print Show, Dublin (Ireland)

Laterna Magica 04,
2020, Transferprint/Reliefprint, 29 x 23 cm

Laterna Magica 06,
2020, Transferprint/
Reliefprint,
29 x 23 cm
Laterna Magica 05,
2020, Transferprint/Reliefprint, 29 x 23 cm
Ormeau Baths Gallery, Belfast (Ireland)
1997 Turmgalerie, Potsdam (Germany)
SER, Den Haag (The Netherlands)
1996 Galerie im Parlament, Berlin (Germany)
1995 Turmgalerie, Potsdam (Germany)
1994 Herenhuisgalerie, Enkhuizen (The Netherlands)
1993 Grafiekbeurs, Deventer (The Netherlands)
Zomertentoonstelling ’93, Lelystad (The Netherlands)
1992 Loga, Amsterdam (vsb galerie) (The Netherlands
Loga, IJmuiden (vsb galerie) (The Netherlands)
1991 Zwolsche Algemene, Nieuwegein (The Netherlands)
Start ’91, Apeldoorn (The Netherlanads)

Off Space Object
05,
2019,
Transferprint/
Reliefprint,
100 x 70 cm

Off Space Object 07,
2018, Transferprint/Reliefprint, 100 x 70 cm

Off Space
Object 06, 2018,
Transferprint/
Reliefprint,
100 x 70 cm
19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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2020
Special Presentation
KATJA SERBER with her son ANTON, Denmark
By Katja Serber and partly my son Anton
www.katjaserber.dk
The series is inspired and partly made together with my
son Anton during the corona shutdown where we were
all alone around the clock for months. Anton was at the
moment interested in the solar system and the universe
space with its objects. He has a collection of stones
which I asked if we could use and I found all kinds of
objects in our home with circles. Then we started to print
with the stones and objects on paper with paint.

Cycle Stones and Circles Nr. 1 – 3, 2020, Paint Print on Paper, 21 x 29,7 cm

14

Cycle Stones and Circles Nr. 4 – 8, 2020, Paint Print on Paper, 21 x 29,7 cm
19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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2020
Special Presentation
FACULTY OF ARTS MARIA CURIE SKŁODOWSKA UNIVERSITY Lublin, Poland
CURATOR Associate Professor Dean of the Faculty of Arts ALICJA SNOCH – PAWLOWSKA

Graphic Arts
Master’s degree studies in graphic arts are dedicated to
undergraduates or graduates of all artistic faculties, for
example Fine Arts, Graphic Design, Painting, Art Education etc. Our practical courses are based on study of
traditional graphic techniques, painting and drawing as
well as the newest digital technologies and multimedia
solutions.Graphic design course units are conducted in a
workshop format with use of Adobe applications. There
are: Digital Picture Editing, Web Design, Multimedia,
Illustration,Advertising Photography. During four semesters students have the possibility to learndifferent techniques of Printmaking: Intaglio (etching, aquatint, soft

DOMINIKA MAREK, Poland, Eclipse I,
2020, Ink Print, 10 x 10 cm
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ground, dry point), Relief Printing (linocut), Silkscreen
and Experimental Printmaking.The artistic master’s diploma is realized in Printmaking Speciality or Graphic
Design Speciality. Diploma is a set of works in a chosen
technique, presented in a diploma exhibition.Our staff is
gathered from the most experienced university teachers, recognized artistsand scholars. The Institute of Fine
Arts welcomes international students and values cultural
diversity. All courses are taught in English. All graduates
achieve Master of Fine Arts Degree.

HANNA POPRUHA, Ukraine, Untouchable 2,
2020, Etching, Monotype, 10 x 10 cm

IZABELA KUCHARSKA, Poland, Golden Jigsan III,
2020, Etching, Aquatint, Soft Ground, 10 x 10 cm

KATARZYNA WOLCZYNSKA, Poland, Circle of Night,
2020, Ink Print, 18 x 18 cm

MICHAL ZABIELSKI, Poland, Shadow City II,
2020, Digital Print, 16 x 16 cm

RENATA MARIA GOGOL, Poland, Highlife,
2020, Linocut, 7 x 7 cm

STANISLAW KAMINSKI, Poland, Ganymede,
2020, Etching, Aquatint, 20 x 20 cm

TOMASZ BELEW, Poland, Opposites IV,
2020, Digital Print, 12 z 12 cm

19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS
2020
18

CONTEMPORARY ART PROJECTS

ADAM GLINSKI, Liechtenstein

ADRI FRIGGE, The Netherlands

I am participating for the second time at Lessedra.
My pictures and texts are developing
from the hide-and-seek in my consciousness and
recognition,
while I am trying to see the truth about the cosmos and
myself like in a mirror and to love the recognized virtues.
Triesen, 2020-10-20

Born in 1947 in Rotterdam, where I studied at the ‘Willem de Kooning Academie’ (‘69). There I became interested in etching. In the free part of my final examination I
made etchings imaging new music - Ligeti / Penderecki,
Messiaen (with price of Rotterdam). Music always kept
my source of inspiration. Several projects sometimes
with performance (also by myself ). Recently I made
screenprints and drawings after Thomas Mann (Josef and
his brothers), and I love to make portraits.
More information on www.adrifrigge.com

AGATA DWORZAK – SUBOCZ, Poland

AGNIESZKA JAWORSKA, Poland

Milky Way 3, 2020, Photo based Digital Print,
25,3 x 19 cm

Space_6755, 2020, Digital Print, 10 x 10 cm

I am an academic teacher at the Nicolaus Copernicus
University in Toruń. I run a serigraphy studio at the
Graphics Department. My main fields of interest are
digital graphics and graphic arts (graphic techniques
workshop) based on photographic record of reality. My
works are playground for space and dimensions, embed
into the pixel world. Many of my works unveil the subtle
charm of pink. Since 2015 I have been participating in
the Lessedra World Art Print Annual in Sofia.

Joseph and his Brothers (Thomas Mann),
2020, Etching, 11 x 25 cm

Whispers II, 2020, Digital Print, 17 x 17 cm

ADRIANA ARAKELIAN – DINA, Mexico
Ane, 2020, Monotype, 16,5 x 12,5 cm

AKIKO OKAJIMA, Japan

Good Night, 2019, Etching, 17,5 x 23,7 cm

I am participating 3 years. I was born in 1979 in Poland.
In 1994 – 1999 I was a student at The State High School
of Plastic Arts in Bielsko – Biała, which I finished with
distinctions – specializing in Artistic Weaving. In 1999 –
2004 I studied Art in Education at the Art Faculty of the
University of Silesia in Katowice. I received my degree in
graphic arts and photography with honours. Since 2004
I have been working in the Studio of Photography in my
home university. I am an academic teacher. In 2011 I
received a Ph D. degree in photography – at the Department of Cinematography and Television Production within
the Film School in Łódź. I have presented my works at
I have participated in Lessedra 2014 and 2015.
numerous individual and group exhibitions – both in
It was great pleasure for me to participate in Lessedra.
Poland and abroad.
I really wish many people could see and enjoy my work.

19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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ALICJA HABISIAK – MATCZAK, Poland

ANA LOPEZ – MONTES, Mexico

ANETA GLOWACKA, Poland

Social Distancing – Urbino, 2020, Laser Etching
on Plexiglas Plate,14 x 20,7 cm

Series Isabelle and I, A Broken Garden, 2020,
Collage on Monotype, 16 x 12,5 cm

Stain on the Water III, 2020, Stencil and Mixed
Media, Glass and Metal, 29 x 16 cm

It is my honour to participate in the prestigious Lessedra
Mini Print for the second time. In the dramatic pandemic
circumstances sending my works felt like a show of
solidarity with the organizers and artists worldwide. My
works were created in experimental laser etching techniques. Two prints depict empty spaces of the shopping
centre Manufaktura in my home town Łódź and the third
one is dedicated to Urbino- an Italian town - dear to my
heart - heavily struck with the lockdown.

I’ve participated at Lessedra three times. It is a real honor
to be part of its 2020’s exhibition. Both memory and
resilience are a fundamental part of my creative process
and artistic aesthetic. I draw and paint, then I “deconstruct it”* by literally tearing it into pieces. I then use
these torn pieces to recreate a new pictorial space using
collage. This collage technique comes to symbolize
the contrast of different moments and memories that
appear to me when entering spaces of introspection. This
process is significant to me and allows me to build new
narratives for my present life.
* Deconstruct is a term by the French philosopher Derrida where essence is analyzed and rethought without
destroying it.

From some time my artistic interest turned towards
into glass. I like to use this material, especially in a
non-obvious way, also as a graphic matrix. This artistic
material is a great way to use matt and flash as another
graphic value. I am glad that I can take part in this exhibition for the 2nd time.

ANN CHERNOW, U. S. A.

ANNA ARMINEN, Finland

Memories, 2018, Etching, Aquatint, 20 x 25 cm

For many years, I’ve participated in Lessedra’s exhibitions, excited to part of a worldwide commitment to
printmaking.
My work is based on impressions from movies of the
1940s and early 50s. My intent is to create universal
themes from that period of filmmaking - FILM NOIR- and
make the content relevant to to contemporary incident
by depicting common gestures. Establishing dramatic,
subversive moments are paramount. Once experienced,
a movie is never totally forgotten. Memories from film
are private reverie through which I address the human
condition.

ANNA TROJANOWSKA, Poland

Queen of Gambling den (Peliluolan Kuningatar),
2019, Etching, Carborundum, 9 x 6,5 cm

Reflections 10, 2019, Lithograph on Carrara Marble
printed on Handmade Paper, Collage, 10 x 10 cm

I am visual artist and printmaker from Finland. I have
had the pleasure of participating Lessedra Annual since
2012. Through my works I want to offer viewers possibilities for the imagination to travel. Interest in history
and nature is reflected often in my works. From graphic
techniques deep-pressure printing is closest to my
heart. This year`s works belongs to series “Deck of Five
World”. It takes viewer into the world of card games.

I’m second time participant in Lessedra World Art Print
Annual (2020, 2015). In my works, I focus on the familiar
code - the light/object/dark relationship. In the world
that we know, that we are prepared for in our experience,
objects always exist in an extremely consistent relationship - light/object/dark. In the presence of light and dark
we are able to read shapes, distances, forms and their
mutual relationships.
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ANNE HAYWARD, England

Wind and Waves, 2020, Wood Engraving, 15 x 18 cm

ANNE SMITH, Australia

ARI SPARKS, Canada

Sulphur Crested Cockatoo, 2020, Etching, 10 x 10 cm

Huginn`s Jig, 2020. Silkscreen Print, 29 x 23 cm

Studied at: Southampton College of Art, St Martin’s
School of Art (Painting), London University ATC 1963.
Exhibited with Lessedra 3 times.
1989. Sales of my wood engravings at the Royal
Academy Summer Exhibition encouraged me to leave
teaching and earn my living as a painter and maker of
original prints.
I have written an introduction to relief printmaking :
‘WOOD ENGRAVING and LINO CUTTING’ Crowood Press,
republished in 2015.

I have been participating in the Lessedra World Print
Exhibition every year since the 6th Exhibition in 2007. I
enjoy seeing the works by artists from all over the world.
I am a Director of Falls Gallery in the Blue Mountains, I
studied Art in the UK then etching in Australia and have
been an exhibiting member of the Sydney Printmakers
since 1984.

Ari Sparks is a first time participant. Their art focuses
on queering identity and personal perception, creating
ambiguous visual metaphors meant to be interpreted
intuitively. They are fascinated by identity as something
personally meaningful and precious yet also presented
publicly and open to others’ interpretations. They enjoy
exposing beauty in unconventional places; artwork that
references the body or fragments of a whole.

ASUNA YAMAUCHI, Japan

BARRY COTTRELL, England

The Demon`s Viscera 6, 2020,
Etching, Aquatint, 14,5 x 18 cm

Polka Dot Madonna, 2020, Burin
and Nail Punch on Copper Plate, 10 x 10 cm

I have participated in the exhibition twice in the past.
I’m a Japanese printmaker, contemporary artist.
contact information:
website: https://asuna-yamauchi.com/index.html
instagram: https://www.instagram.com/asuna.yamauchi

Printmakers from around the globe have much to thank
Georgi Kolev for his passion and dedication to the art of
printmaking.
Since 2002 I have participated in 18 out of the 19 Miniprint Print Annuals, a unique celebration of printmaking
worldwide.
In November 2007 Georgi hosted a solo show of my
work, with a warm reception and understanding of my
speciality, burin engraving on copper: drivenline.uk/
artwork.html

BEA VERHEUL, The Netherlands

Edge of a Forest, 2020, Mono Print, 18,5 x 29 cm

Several years now I send my graphic works to Sofia.
It is a nice initiative and I am grateful to Georgei Lessedra
for his exhibitions. It is very nice to receive the catalogue
afterwards to see in how many different ways printmaking
is possible at the moment.
The last few years I mostly have made monoprints or
monotypes and to experiment with it. It is not easy to
make them for the small size but I like the experience. I
am looking forward to receive the catalogue again.

19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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BERNADETTE MADDEN, Ireland

BERNADETTE MARECHAL, Belgium

BERT MENCO, The Netherlands

I am an Irish printmaker and this is the 6th time I have
participated in the Lessedra Mini Print exhibition.
My screen prints are part of a series I’ve been working
on for the past few years, in which I try to recall a fleeting
glimpse of colour, often seen from a fast moving car or
train, and make that recollection come alive again on the
paper.

Depuis sept ans, je participe à Lessedra.
L’inspiration me vient d’une lecture, de l’observation de
la nature. J’exprime mon intention par des traits forts,
vibrants légers, aériens, sinueux. Pour libérer mon
geste, j‘utilise du papier déchiré afin d’avoir des formes
souples. Le noir m’intéresse pour sa gravité, son puissant pouvoir de contraste donnant une présence intense
aux couleurs. L’aquatinte donne de la transparence aux
couleurs.

Bert Menco (1946, Arnhem, The Netherlands) participated 7 times in Lessedra organized exhibitions. He worked
for many years as Research Professor at Northwestern
University’s Department of Neurobiology (Evanston, IL,
US). His art is included in several museum collections,
such as the Museum Rotterdam (The Netherlands), the
China Print Art Museum (Shenzhen, China), and the
Illinois State Museum (US). For more see https://www.
bertmenco.com

Fiery Ground, 2019, Screen Print, 14 x 11 cm

Etincelle 4, 2019, Aquatint, Vernis mou,
Dry Point, 12 x 9 cm

BERTHA CARREON, Mexico

BRIAR CRAIG, Canada

Nucleo Urbano, 2020, Monotype, 16 x 12,5 cm

Soldier, 2019, Monotype, 15 x 14 cm

CAROL HAYMAN, U. S. A.

Appropriate, 2020, Ultra Violet Screen Print,
21,5 x 26,5 cm

French Shadows, 2019, Photo Intaglio, 19 x 26 cm

I have now participated in more than ten Miniprint Annuals at the Lessedra Gallery. I have always appreciated
seeing my work alongside the works from so many other
international artists and the Lessedra exhibitions always
expose me to a huge number of really exciting prints. I
initially became a print-based artist to be a part of such
an international community of artists and to be able to
see the ways they express their ideas.

Carol Hayman has participated in every Mini print Annual
since the 3rd exhibition in 2004, visiting the Lessedra
Gallery in 2013. She lives in Austin, Texas where she is a
retired Professor of Anthropology from Austin Community College. She prints at Slugfest Print Studio, where
her photographs become intaglio prints, using polymer
plates, a French Tool press named Andre Eugene Beaudoin, handmade paper, and Charbonnel ink.
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CATHERINE TAM, Canada
Dream Diptych # 3, 2019, Etching,
Chine Colle, 18 x 23 cm

CHIE FUJIE, Japan

Serenade, 2020, Soft Ground, Aquatint,
Dry Point, 16 x 11,3 cm

CHIKAKO KAMAGA, Japan

Kyoto Sweets, 2020, Etching, Aquatint, 14,5 x 12 cm

I am first time participant.
After I retire from the library, I am leaning etching at Art
School Osaka in Japan.

CHLOE DEE NOBLE, U. S. A.
Chirp, 2020, Digital Print, 20 x 29 cm

Who’s Who of American Women
2005-2020, for the continuous exhibition of bronze
sculpture, oil on canvas, assemblage, watercolor, mixed
media, etchings, Gyotako fish prints, Braille art, a
special Parks of Paris installation, a SOLO exhibition, two
colorful visits to LESSEDRA Art Gallery in Sofia and the
Art Village of Lesidren, Bulgaria from the studio-gallery
in Carmel-by-the-Sea, California represent life’s most
treasured moments for this artist.

CHRISTINE GLINSKI, Liechtenstein

Open or Closed, 2020, Photo based Digital Print,
25,3 x 19 cm

CHRISTINE GUTH, Germany
Adieu, 2019, Etching, 19,5 x 14 cm

I am participating for the second time at Lessedra.
With my camera I try to catch signs and symbols,
which I discover on streets or walls and everywhere I am.
Signs which were created by nature, by animals, human
beings or…? These signs and symbols I try to interprete
in my photographic and literary work.
Triesen, 2020-10-20

19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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CLODAGH TWOMEY, Ireland

COLLEEN DWIRE, U. S. A.

Muse IV, 2020, Cyanotype, 10 x 10 cm

Clodagh Twomey is a Designer and Printmaker living and
working in Limerick, Ireland. She is a member of Limerick Printmakers and lectures in Design at the Limerick
School of Art & Design. Her work has been exhibited
Nationally and Internationally and she has participated in
many Lessedra Mini Print International Exhibitions over
the years.
The work investigates nature, order, and pattern. The
prints are a result of walks in the landscape of the west
of Ireland, Spain, and Western France. All traffic noise
is absent, the sounds and the surroundings come into
sharp focus and allowing the viewer to muse on what
exists within reach and to value a moment musing and
reflecting on landscape and location. These works are
reminders of life before lockdown.

Realigning, 2020, Wood Engraving, 15 x 10 cm

It is a true pleasure to participate for the second time in
the Lessedra Miniprint Annual exhibition. As our world
and cultures undergo rapid evolutionary change at this
time, it is most enriching to behold expressions of this
shifting through the prints made by artists from around
the globe. I am grateful for the opportunity to be among
them!

DAN McCORMACK, U. S. A.

DAVID LILBURN, Ireland

Grid-Hair-2-Lenoir¬_R_12-06-19, 2020, cell phone
3x3 grid – archival pigment print, 273 x 21,3 cm

I began photographing the nude while I was a grad school
student and I have continued for over fifty years. I have
explored varied cameras, techniques and photographic
process to find new ways to make an image with the nude. I
have worked with a pinhole camera now for the past twenty
years. I shoot with 8x10 film and my indoors exposures
require the model to hold still for two minutes.
About four years ago I began shooting with my cell phone.
The cell phone camera has made making an image so
spontaneous. These images are of the nude with toys and or
shadows. In my submission to this exhibit I have submitted
works from about two years with the same model. We share
a sense of play with the diverse objects. There is little direction from me when we begin the shoot. The model begins
and I follow the posing and compose my image.
In this pandemic, I photographed Lenoir with an intent to
explore our emotions about the quarantine and the disruption of everything that we both have emotions from.

After Grosz`s Traum Fantasia, 2020, Dry Point,
Watercolor, 20 x 20 cm

I have participated in the Lessedra World Art Print
Annual – Mini Print a number of times since I first
exhibited in 2016.
I often use, through the intaglio technique of drypoint,
the concept of mapping as a way of exploring memory
and identity and to create a sense of time and place, as
in the three prints exhibited this year.
www.davidlilburn.ie
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DAN FALCO, U. S. A.

Please Wash, 2020, Relief, 13 x 10 cm

Dan Falco is an artist and educator living in the US.
This is the third time he has participated in the Lessedra
print exhibition. His work combines real and imagined
juxtapositions of creatures and objects as a response to
everyday life and the possible side effects of the decisions we make as a society.

DEBRA RADKE, U. S. A.

Sanctuary, 2020, Dry Point, Monoprint ,
Collage on Somerset Paper, 16,5 x 22,7 cm

Hi, I am a painter & printmaker from the U.S. I visited
Bulgaria as 2nd Prize winner of the 10th Lessedra Mini
Print Competition in 2011. I was honored to attend a
Summer residency at the Art Village in Lessidren in
2013. It was a unique experience that continues to
impact my art and my world since.
Georgi` s dedication to bringing artists from around the
world together in two annual international competitions
at his gallery in Sofia, in addition to working to fulfill his
dream to create The Art Village in Lessidren, is nothing
short of a miracle.

EDWIN GARCIA, Venezuela

Anhelo, 2019, Etching, Aquatint, Roulette, 10 x 20 cm

I am a Venezuelan printmaker artist. I studied a B.A. in
Visual Arts and another B.A. in Education. I´ve been
working as a Professor of Engraving at the University of
Los Andes (ULA) since 2014.
I´ve been part of Lessedra World Art Print since 2017.
I also have had the joy to get several rewards and prizes
like the Highly Commended Award in the Australian
International Print Triennial, Honorific Mention in the3rd
National Biennial of Printmaking in Caracas, the Second
Prize in the Salon of Photography “Simón Bolívar”,
Venezuela, and others.

ELEANORA HOFER, South Africa
Beyond Words IV, 2019, Linocut over Inkjet
on Awagami Paper, 12 x 12 cm

EEVA HUOTARI, Finland

A True Friend, 2019, Etching, Aquatint, 4 x 5 cm

This is my 7th time in Lessedra.
I like cats, coffee, wine and making prints.
Usually my prints belong to a serie that I am working
with, but sometimes I do random works just for fun.
“A True Friend”, is about a Cat being there when no-one
else is, to listen to your worries. “Wine and coffee” is
about the small happy moments in life. “Alone” can be
both positive and negative, how do you see it?
www.huotari.com/eeva

ELENA FELICIA SELEJAN, Romania
ABC II, 2020, Linocut, 20 x 15 cm

Despite the amount of over 150 national and international
Since my first participation in 2006, I have entered 6
exhibitions, this year I decide to participate for the very
times. I usually make solar etchings but in 2010 I entered first time at Annual Print Sofia. The exigency of this
a collagraph embossing print. Recently I have been
competition made me proud to be part of it .
making linocuts (transparent inks over inkjet images)
Every year I add new exhibitions from different countries
and entered 3 of these in 2020. It has been a pleasure to nearby, or from remoteness. It’s a challenge. To expose
participate in Georgi’s well-run international shows and
in novel spaces, nearby the works of the new generations
I am glad that the COVID-19 virus has not been able to
that bring a new breath to the artistic movement, it is an
prevent the 2020 exhibition from taking place!
advantage.

ELAINE SOTO, Puerto Rico

CURANDERO, 2019, Gravure, 17,5 x 13,5 cm

I am a printmaker and an encaustic painter. The prints in
the current exhibition are photogravures. They are from
photos I took in Oaxaca Mexico during the Day of the
Dead celebrations. Lessedra Gallery invited me to take
part in several shows over the years. I received Honorable
Mention in the Mini Print exhibition last year.

ELINA AUTIO, Finland

Vernal Equinox 2, 2020, Intaglio, 12,5 x 16,8 cm

I participated at Lessedra for the first time in 2013.
Nature and experience are my inspiration.
From intuitively screened material, currently by camera, I
end up with something visual that feels real.
This ongoing process is my way of thinking and coping
with the often overwhelming reality.
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ELMAR PEINTNER, Austria

EVA MAYER, Austria

ELISABETH JOBIN – SANGLARD
Switzerland

WAR AND PEACE, 2019, Etching, 22,5 x 15,5 cm

Black Water Nr. 61, 2020, Monotype, 15 x 20 cm

I have taken part from the 11ST to the 19TH LESSEDRA
WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL-MINI PRINT 2020. Member
of International Association PaperMade Artists, I was in
charge of the GENEVA’S IAPMA CONGRESS in 2003. I
make my paper pulp added with dust of copper, aluminium, slate, acrylic pigments, mother of pearl, mushrooms
to form sheets or to spray it on mosquito net, canvas, or
plexiglass. My MINI PRINTS result from digital work with
picture of them.
the 19th of November 2020

Since many years I took part with my works by the competitions and exhibitions in the Lessedra Gallery in Sofia.
14 times my works were shown by the Lessedra World
Art Print Annual and 8 times by Lessedra International
Painting & Mixed Media Competition. Georgi Kolev is
a great organizer of international exhibitions, he knows
in Bulgaria but also worldwide many artists and has
very good connections to important Galleries and Art
Academies. His exhibitions in the Lessedra Gallery have
a high quality. In the year 2018 I won the 1st price by
the 9th Lessedra International Painting & Mixed Media
Competition. Many thanks to Georgi and Valya for their
great hospitality!

This year is the first time I participate at Lessedra world
art print.
The notion of trace is at the centre of my artistic research:
the trace as a print, the trace as a clue, the trace as a
memory or the trace as writing. My work is inspired by
artists such as Robert Motherwell and Joan Mitchell as
well as Hans Hartung and Henri Michaux.

DIALOGUE-GREEN, 2020, Computer Print, 29 x 21 cm

EVA TOKER JAWERBAUM, Argentina
Competencia, 2020, , Polymer Etching, Stencil,
29 x 23 cm

I participate in Lessedra from year 2008. Living in Argentina it is for me very important to present my work all
ower de world. So I sent to Bulgaria, New York, Miami,
China, Japan and presentations in Argentina galleries
& museums. I start painting with oil and acrylics I start
engraving 20 years ago.
My work is ecological etching 1/1, and use artisanal
paper & silk as support.

FAYE HASKINS, England

FLOKI GAUVRY, Argentina

Impressions – Rose II, 2020, Mixed Media. 18 x 13 cm

Lighthouse, 2020, Photo Intaglio, 29 x 23 cm

I have been participating for about 5 years and have previously won a purchase prize. The theme running through
my work has always been the concept of journeys and
journeying, through time or place. I have been exploring
the use of found natural objects, collected from these
places visited, to create images through cyanotype,
printmaking and mixed media works. The work does
not dictate to the viewer, it suggests, aiming to trigger
memories, imagination and contemplation.

I am participating 6 years at Lessedra. I live in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Since 1985,I work mainly on printmaking and my main subject is the vital energy and its
connection with the consciousness. I develop my topics
of interest through series
which represent an internal research, using the light as
a primary element. In 2018, I start developing several
Photo-Intaglio techniques from images of my own
photographs.
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FLORENCE CHAPUIS, France

SHAKUJO, 2018, Linocut on Japanese Paper,
15 x 10 cm

GEORG BOTHE, Germany

Carbona not Glue XLIV 2020, Tetrapak Engraving,
14,1 x 22,3 cm

BreederArt
I am participating in the World Print Annual for the third
year. In three decades the computer has evolved from
the traditional tool as an artist’s rule based slave and developed a new identity as a creative partner that through
its mutations and mistakes “fuels ” the creative process
offering visual expressions beyond the capacity for
human comprehension. Using my photographic input,
a half dozen machines run my evolutionary software
simultaneously breeding images of design complexities
impossible to Imagineer.

I have been sharing some of my travels with LESSEDRA
through engraving, photo or illustrations for nine years
already.
My explorations, either urban or rural, naturalistic or
fantasy, are like harvestings, collections of varied images
of which in substance the form expresses my universe.
Welcome to my ‘cabinet of curiosities’

GHISLAINE RECTEM, Belgium
Untitled, 2020, Monotype, Diam. 9,5 cm

GERALD HUSHLAK, Canada

Visitors requesting to be carved into Masks,
2020, Digital Print, 15 x 15 cm

GISELA REIMER, Austria

Construction Nr 2, 2019, Alugrafie, 14,7 x 14,7 cm

GRAINNE DOWLING, Ireland

After Velázquez, 2020, Etching, 7 x 5 cm

Je participe pour la seconde fois à Lessadra.
J’aime toutes les techniques de gravure.
L’échange permet de rencontrer d’autres artistes.
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GUNN N. MORSTØL, Norway

GUNNAR NILMEN, Sweden

II, 2020, Etching, 17,7 x 13 cm

HARUKO CHO, Japan

Stream, 2019, Etching, 19 x 15 cm

B-cushion trad 4, 2020, Screen Print, 9 x 13 cm

I am a Norwegian printmaker, painter and Land Art-artist.
I participated in my first international print exhibition
in 1998: 3trd International Miniprint Triennial, Lahti,
Finland. Since then, I have participated in more than 20
international juryed exhibitions, and this is my second
time in Lessedra Mini Print. My first was in 2014.
I participated in a international show in Israel too in
1998, “Jerusalem print 2000” and as the prize-winner, I
was invited to have my solo show in Jerusalem in 1999.
I have been the initiator and the leader of a LandArt event in my area since 2002. Inviting other artists to
come and work together with me. (www.kunstinatur.no).
2022 will be the last event. (20 years and 15 events its
enough, now I have other plans ;-) ...

I am a first time participant and I work quite much with
Miniprints since I believe it is a both pleasant and challenging size to work with.
In my pictures I try to capture the sense of smallness,
loneliness and our search for something light or better
than what we have
in the dark world of today that we live in. In search of a
way out if you like.

The forms known as “B-cushion” which may evoke images of something with warm blood coursing through it,
are objects
I strongly associate with myself as I tie, twist, and occasionally join them together. To express the strong but
supple
elements of the 3-dimensional object on a 2-dimensional plane, produce a mysterious atmosphere to the work.
The cloth object ”B-cushion” used to be one of my works
called “Tied cushion”. It is possible to produce different
shapes by tying and twisting them. I’d like to pursue
new shapes and try to produce ambiguous yet warm and
profound works of art, ever in a state of transformation to
stimulate your five senses.

HELGA HOFER, Austria

HENK VAN ROOIJ, The Netherlands
Ararat, 1993, Wood Engraving, 21 x 28,7 cm

Elle etait soured cettenuit, 2020, CGD, 20,3 x 25,3 cm

I am participating at Lessedra for nine years now. My
woodcuts are created in traditional Japanese style, the
colour or Indian ink is applied onto the woodblock with a
brush, subsequently the print is done by hand. For a few
years now I am using my woodcuts to create a “Rollage”.
Therefor two woodcuts are combined to one artwork: The
prints are cut into stripes and then recombined to a new
piece of art. The Rollage “Spring” was inspired by the
colours and shapes of nature.

He started out as a painter and that was the major reason
he found the ultimate way expressing himself in colour
as well as in his ceramic sculptures from the last 20
years. He tended to play with the frayed edges of colour,
with the limits of kitsch. He even consciously tried to find
these limits, both in the expression of the material and in
the image itself. On the one hand his influences included
Art Nouveau and Saxon porcelain, and on the other hand,
artists like Diego Giacometti and Willem de Kooning. His
work moves between these worlds.
www.henkvanrooij.com

I live and work in Belgium as an art historian. I’m the son
of the poet Alain Clery. Very soon I was interested in indirect techniques such as printmaking and photography:
now i use a Computer Generated Design interpolation
software for amazing results. I have been participating
since the 2013 edition.
More: www.henrypouillon.com

Coral, 2020, Rollage of two Polymer Prints,
21 x 22 cm
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HENRY POUILLON, Belgium

HOLGER RUDNICK, Germany

URBAN 2, 2020, Cyanotypie, 20 x 20 cm

HR FEDERHIRN, Switzerland

Full Moon, 2019, Soap Ground Aquatint,
27,5 x 18,5 cm

In the Corona-Pandemic I have spent a lot of time alone
in my workshop. The moon was watching through my
window over my shoulder and became my companion.
Especially in Spring, at the first wave of the disease, as
April’s full moon has been the biggest and brightest for
the year and even decades. This was a moving sight and
comforting to me. I added the waxing and waning moon
to get a Triptych, my fourth entry to Lessedra.
Unterlangenegg, Switzerland

IDAHERMA WILLIAMS, U. S. A.
Blue Doves, 2/30, 2019, Woodblock
on Handmade Paper, 15,3 x 10 cm

INGARTAN - KARLA WOISNITZA
Germany
Silene, 2020, Fine Art Print, 11,2 x 14 cm

My first participation at Lessedra Mini Print was in 2005
at the 4th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL. 15
years later this is my 11th participation. What a pity to
miss 5 years! At 11th LESSEDRA MINI PRINT in 2012
I won a Special Prize and 2013 visited Sofia and the
Art Village after taking part in the International Jury at
LESSEDRA Gallery for the 12th Annual. Was pleased to
meet Georgi in Berlin visiting the studio in 2015.
https://karla-woisnitza.de/

HYE JEONG KWON, South Korea

Monologue 3, 2020, Etching, Aquatint, 24 x 17,5 cm

I participated in the exhibition more than 10 times.
My work gets a spiritual pleasant sensation by radiating the different kinds of feelings that occur during the
process of living at present and desires spurted from
the unconsciousness as images. Such series of working
action can be a way of managing myself and a process
of finding the true self by getting out of the distracting
thoughts and fixed ideas that appeared from social action
effects by expressing the oppressed emotions extemporarily.

INES HUBACHER, Switzerland

Under the Chestnut Tree 2, 2020, Monotype,
29 x 21 cm

This is the fourth time that I am participating in Lessedra.
In my work I often deal with different aspects of perception, such as e.g. light and shadow.
The impetus for this year’s work came from photographs
I took of the shadows of chestnut trees illuminated by
several light sources. Using experimental monotype
techniques and a reduced color palette, I tried to capture
the fascination of the overlapping shadow forms in print.
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ISABELLE GOURCEROL, France

Booksellers 1, 2019, Woodcut, 22,5 x 29 cm

I’m participating 7 years at Lessedra Gallery for the Mini
Print Annual and each time it’s a great pleasure even if I
can’t go to the exhibition because I live in France. Here
is one of the prints from the serie “Booksellers of Paris”.
These booksellers’ stands on the banks of the Seine are
a symbol of Paris. I used woodcut technique on Fabriano
Rosaspina white paper, 220g. You can see more works on
my website isabellegourcerol.com

JAKA BONCA, Slovenia

IVANA GAGIC KICINBACI, Croatia

The Way, 2020, Lithograph, Chine Colle, Diam. 12 cm

IWONA RYPESC – KOSTOVIC, Poland

Not defeated yet III, 2019, Mixed Media, 29 x 22 cm

I am a printmaker and draughtsman working at the
University of Zagreb, Croatia. I take part in the Lessedra
contest for two years. My prints are about space and
time, about human beings in the world that is not only
material. I am all about the intuitive search for knowledge, for God. I am influenced by Japanese woodcuts,
physics, sacred art, and everyday life. I want people to
start longing for inner freedom through my work.

JAMES MCCREARY, Ireland

JAN PALETHORPE, Australia

Sator 3, 2019, Digital Print, 23 x 29 cm

Spotted Lure, 2019, Mezzotint, Aquatint, 7 x 10 cm

Hollow Angel Cobra, 2019, Etching, 9 x 9 cm

Since I compose material and shapes rather than
content, I find the anonymous means of the Character
»font« very suitable. It facilitates the infinite possibilities
of structural laws, the expandability and flexibility of the
system, uniform quantities and relativity of dimensions,
all of which determine the final appearance. The whole
is based on arrangement and rhythm, just like in music,
which expresses itself only tonally.
I am interested only in what I cannot express in any other
way. Anything I can present through painting should
become a painting. So in order to understand graphics,
I must first look at what I cannot express in any other way.

I’ve always liked the idea that my images have a certain
restlessness about them, a stubborn resistance to
pigeon-holing and definition. They exist on the shadowy
threshold of – always on the point of emerging from – or
else returning to – the darkness that gives them life.
It‘s this quality of tentatively approaching definition, of
keeping my work open to multiple interpretations, that
gives me the greatest satisfaction and simulates, I hope,
a powerful imaginative response.
Because that’s what I’m after – art with an immediacy
that reaches out to its audience, and only really completes itself in their visceral responses to it. That’s the
hope.

2015 a wonderful Summer in Sofia!
I produced an artist book ‘33 Ways to Wrap Christo’ and
thought it would be great to show it in the country where
Christo was in fact born. I had been in the mini print
shows several times over the years, and was always curious to know what Lessedra was like. Georgi liked the idea
of showing the work, and 4 of us from central Victoria
in Australia travelled to Bulgaria and to the spectacular
opening at Lessedra.
We cherish these memories.
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JAN WELLENS, Belgium

The Victory, 2020, Linocut, 21 x 15 cm

JANNA SHULRUFER, Israel
Love, 2019, Dry Point, 9,5 x 9,5 cm

2010 - the Lessedra Gallery starts a new competition:
the First Mixed Media Competition. I participate. Lots of
artists also do.
Georgi is a well organized and kind gallery owner. His
charisma is huge. During the 6th Lessedra World Print
Annual I met Georgi personally. We became friends.
Georgi knows what culture is. The gallery is the mirror of
his mind and his dedication reflects his love of art.

JEAN – PIERRE PAIN, France

Quittons l`obscurite, 2020, Taille douce (Intaglio),
10 x 15 cm

“C’est la première fois que je propose mes estampes à
Lessedra art print. Participer à une manifestation artistique à dimension internationale est toujours stimulant.
Pour moi, la gravure est à la fois un art du multiple et de
l’unique.”
This is the first time that I have offered my prints to
Lessedra art print. Taking part in an artistic event with an
international dimension is always stimulating. For me,
engraving is both an art of the multiple and the unique.

JAUNETH SKINNER, U. S. A.

Butterfly Effect Too, 2020, Linocut, Hand Colored,
25 x 20 cm

I am an observer. My bookshelves are filled with handmade illustrated journals. Drawings of trees, horses, cats,
and figures are among my visual obsessions. They are
a rich source of images that reoccur in my linocuts and
mixed media prints. These recent linocuts come from
studies and direct observation with a strong narrative
content.

JEAN-JACQUES LECOQ, France
Le Verre et l`escargot, Etching, 10 x 7 cm

JENTI HANNELE SALMINEN, Finland
Angel, 2019, Photography Imageon, 19 x 15 cm

Jean-Jacques LECOQ est décédé en 2014 et depuis
3 ans la Galerie Lessedra expose ses gravures et ses
dessins .Ecoutons-le parler …. « Les dessins et les
gravures aspirent à la représentation de l’agonie des
formes ….Mais l’enchevêtrement des lignes invite à
la proposition de nouvelles formes graphiques qui se
devinent pour celui qui cherche une nouvelle image »
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JOE RYAN, Ireland

Beyence, 2019, Linocut, 10 x 7,5 cm

JOSE OP TEN BERG, The Netherlands JOSEE WUYTS AND FRANS DE GROOT
The Netherlands
Polar Light 1, 2019, Woodcut, 18,5 x 24,5 cm
Window, 2020, Dry Point, Etching, Aquatint,
12,5 x 10 cm

This is the fourth time I participate in the Lessedra
exhibition in Sofia. I’m inspired by the overwhelming
polar landscape.
My work is a reflection of the atmosphere and the feeling
of a landscape. I try to shape them on paper, in paintings
and by woodcut. Color fields, some vertical lines and the
horizon.

We did participate several times at the mini print Lessedra. It is a manner to communicate with a lot of artists all
over the world. Every year there appears a nice catalogue. It is a report of every exhibition… It shows a great
diversity of techniques and pictures. We make our prints
together. We mostly make dry point, etching and linocut.
We thank Georgi for this great initiative.
www.wuyts-degroot.exto.nl

JOZINA MARINA VAN HEES
The Netherlands

Flat Packs 257, 2020, Monotype, 29 x 23 cm

JOSIE MCMORRIN, Scotland
Jazz, 2019, Collograph, 21 x 15 cm

Indoor 2, 2020, Giclee Print, 19,5 x 19,5 cm

This is my 3rd time taking part in the Lessedra miniprint
International. I travelled to Sophia for the first time in
2017 to see my prints and the show and look forward to a
time when I can do so again.
My work is based on drawing from life. I am interested
in the relationship between the natural and manmade
landscape, in how human presence and habitation has
changed and moulded the environment. Experimenting with printmaking techniques, combining etching,
carborundum and collage has been my main focus since
joining Graphic Studio Dublin in 2017.

JUDY BOURKE, Australia

I have a studio in Australia away from my house. I have
been exhibiting with Lessedra Gallery for 13 years, since
2007.
My prints are mostly photopolymer etchings and/or water
based monotypes on cotton papers. The subjects have
been landscapes, the sea, taxation, family relationships
and packaging. I love receiving the coloured catalogue
in the post and seeing the pictures of the works in the
gallery on the website.
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KARIN BYRNE, Austria

KATARZYNA PYKA, Poland

Flying Objects, 2019, 2-color Linocut, 21 x 15,1 cm

Creatures I, 2020, Digital Print, 10 x 10 cm

Having devoted much pleasurable time to classical print
techniques (aquatint, linocuts...) since 2004, it has been
my great pleasure to have visited Sofia, acted as a juror
and participated continuously in Lessedra’s Mini-Print
exhibitions since 2008. Georgi’s unceasing work to
promote printmaking, bringing together very creative
artists from all parts of the world, is very admirable. May
he long continue!
Innsbruck, October 2020

I have been participating in competitions organized by
Lessedra Gallery and Contemporary Art Projects since
2015. I am happy to send you works made not only in
graphic techniques, but above all in glass, which is my
basic medium of artistic expression. Since 2002 I have
been working at the University of Silesia at the Institute of
Fine Art, where I created a Stained-glass Studio. I have
participated in many exhibitions in Poland and abroad
and I am always happy to take part in your project and I
look forward to the catalogue.

KATIE CHAMBERLAIN, Canada

Pop!, 2020, Ultraviolet Silkscreen Print, 29 x 23 cm

Pop!
I am a first-time participant for the Lessedra Mini Print
Annual. For this print I chose to illustrate a comparison
between the bold graphic imagery of POP art, the original
fame of screen printing, to modern UV screen-printing
techniques. These methods allowed me to depict a
blurred lollipop, with clear finite detail. This print aims
to combine the historical POP imagery and UV screenprinting.

KAYOKO MORIYAMA, Japan

KATHIE PETTERSSON, Sweden
Net, 2019, Etching, 5 x 5 cm

KEIKO KOBAYASHI, Japan

Flowers blooming this year, 2019, Wood Engraving,
11,5 x 8,5 cm

Rainy Town 3, 2020, Woodblock Print, 20 x 27 cm

I am participating for the first time this year. My artist
profile is as follows: The theme of my work is “Coming
and going in time”. I depict a scene which comes to
mind when I think over circulating time of person’s life
such as linear time and rotating seasons. I use a shape of
annual tree rings as it is, which was cut into a round slice
for wood engraving, in order to contain the living time of
the tree inside my work.

I have been participating in Lessedra World Art Print Annual since 2009. It’s my honor to be awarded the special
prize last year.
This time I sent 3 works from my new series “Rainy
Town”. I used to live in Moscow, Russia, but I came back
to Japan last autumn. We had much rain in October and
I was reminded that Japan is a rainy country. Each work
refers to a specific location in Tokyo.
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KEISUKE KOJIMA, Japan

KELLI VALK, Estonia

Breaking 20-01, 2020, Etching, Aquatint,
14,8 x 20,8 cm

Supporting each other, 2020, Authors Technique,
2020, 19 x 13 cm

I enter a work in LESSEDRA from about 17 years before.
It’s a wonderful memory that I visited 3 times to a Lessedra gallery. The exhibition to a contest is very important
for me. I’d like also to keep entering a work now.

I am participating on the Lessedra Exhibition for the five
time.
The most important things are those we can`t see with
our eyes. Only when we look with our heart can we
see all the details clearly and in depth. The palpable
material world is not the only one there is. The world of
thoughts and feelings, the real world that lies inside us,
is sometimes much more important, but it can differ from
the impression we give. That outward impression is only
the tip of the iceberg of our being, which makes it hard to
read the thoughts and feelings of another person, but we
still persist, because everyone wants to have a soul mate
on their side.

KITTY DOOMERNIK, The Netherlands

KLAUS GROH, Germany

Sleeping Beauty, 2013, Digital Print, 20 x 29 cm

SOS, 2019, Copy Print, 21 x 15 cm

My work is moving between the areas, often referred
to as “high” and “low” art, the area between on the one
hand the accepted, elitary museum art and on the other
hand the artificial reality of the mass media. From here
I am building my artistic comments on the “condition
humaine”. I critically analyse, but with humour and
compassion, the stories that hit me and I’m weaving new
images and history from the loose wires.
Participant from 2016 www.kittydoomernik.com

KEN GOWERS, England

Japanese Landscape, 2019, Etching,
Aquatint on Copper, 10 x 15 cm

KURT RIES, Germany

Akt I, 2020, Etching, Diam. 16,5 cm

My pictures show clear lines with economical coloring
and few details. The human head is my preferred subject.
I only show faces in abstract form and often several
intertwined in a linear composition. A human being has
many faces and only shows them like masks. The real
face cannot be found. You only ever see masks.
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LACIA VOGEL, Canada

Marauder X, 2020, Ultraviolet Silkscreen and Linocut
Relief on Washi Paper, 17,6 x 21,5 cm

LAURENT WILMET, Belgium

Grunge Heart, 2020, Linocut, 12 x 12 cm

I have been participating in the Lessedra miniature print
exhibition for more than ten years. It’s an accessible
way for me to connect with what’s happening in creative
circles around the world, especially through print media,
which holds a special place in my heart. More than that,
it’s a way for all the participating artists, and for guests at
the gallery where the show takes place, to connect with
each other through art.

LISA GRAHAM, U. S. A.

Ribbon # 2, 2020, Digital Print, 15 x 12 cm

Lisa Graham has participated yearly in the various excellent Lessedra exhibitions since 2012. Her digital work is
frequently abstract and extremely colorful. She has exhibited her digital art and design prints in 270+ regional,
national, and international exhibitions including in Dallas,
Honolulu, Savannah, Los Angeles; Tehran, Iran; Limassol,
Cyprus; Cheonan, South Korea; Kharkiev, Ukraine; Tokyo,
Japan and of course, Sofia, Bulgaria.

LIA STOUTEN, The Netherlands

Natural form I, 2018, Handmade paper, paper
lithography, 21 x 15 cm

This year it’s the 5th time that Lia Stouten takes part of
the Lessedra Mini Print. Lia Stouten works with different
printing techniques on different types of paper, both twoand three dimensional. Shapes and plants, colors of the
landscape, dreams, culture and nature are the sources
that give her inspiration. Lia Stouten is a member of the
Dutch Graphic Art association.

LISBETH VAN DEURS, Denmark
Industrial Fairy Tales I, 2020, Soft Ground,
14 x 11 cm

LIU ZHAN LEI, China

City Music Human 16, 2019, Woodcut,
13,5 x 13,5 cm

I am very happy to participate in this competition. It is
the first time to participate in your competition. I hope to
have the opportunity to exhibit with artists again. Seeing
the works of Lessedra Gallery, I have ideas, and it gives
me a lot of inspiration. I hope this activity will be held
several times.
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LUCE, Belgium

LYDA LICHTENBELD – TERPSTRA
The Netherlands

RUMEURS, 2019, Lithograph, Crayon lift, Dry Point,
Chine Colle, 25 x 23 cm

I have participated in various exhibitions since 2012 at
the Lessedra Gallery in Sofia. In June 2016 I was invited
to be part of the jury and to accept the 2nd prize for the
14th Lessedra Mini Print. It was my first visit to Bulgaria
and so I had the great pleasure to meet Georgi in the
flesh. I am certainly glad I went to Sofia.

MALCOLM FRANKLIN, England

PEZZETTI 19, 2020, Woodblock Print on Japanese
Paper, 23 x 29 cm

Untitled I, 2019, Etching, 6 x 8,8 cm

This is the second year that I participate at Lessedra.
My prints are often simple experimental images.
I also like to color outside of the lines.
So I get a diffused image.

MALGORZATA DROZD – WITEK, Poland
Imprint of Nature 1, from the Cycle NATURE,
2020, Cardboard, 18 x 15 cm

I first participated in the Lessedra Art Print Annual in
2008 and in six subsequent editions, including 2019.
Pezzetti, meaning ‘small pieces’ in Italian are printed
from wood or stone off-cuts of my sculptures, using the
waste material from the carving process, including stone
dust is a theme common to my recent print practice.
Each part of the print is separately hand burnished onto
Japanese paper.
www.malcolmfranklin.eu

MAGGIE KITCHING, England

Wind-Up Birds III, 2020, Cardboard Cut, 13 x 9 cm

Have been exhibited at Lessedra Gallery since
2004 – wonderfully organized exhibitions to be a part
of…a lovely connection of exhibitions to browse through.
Thank you Georgi.

MANFRED EGGER, Austria

Dragon Mountains I, 2019, Woodblock Print,
25 x 17 cm

I have been an exited participant at Lessedra and a great
fan of Georgi`s dedication for printmaking for many,
many years.
I usually produce series of 25 - 30 works, all printed only
once, but all of them being made up of the same set of
plates or stencils. Not the single print, or an edition of
an individual print, is what I am after, but the series of
related works that attempt to reflect the complexity of life.
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MARCELLE BENHAMOU, France
Burning World III, 2020, Ink, Old
Label and not woven Paper, 15 x 11 cm

I am participating 9 years.
I imagined this work, in connection with Paul Nizon,
which laud to the tears, often painful, but necessary
and saving, which build us. In my proposal I forced the
tar paper’s tears to be in front of a graphic, dark, and
disturbing.
“c’était quelque chose de physique, comme une
déchirure de tous les membres, parfois douloureuse
mais c’était, n’empêche, ce qu’il découvrait de plus
intime au fond de lui-même.” Paul Nizon

MARIEA PETCU CHIOIBAS, Romania
Movement III, 2020, Dry Point, Collagraph,
22 x 15 cm

MAREK GLOWACKI, Poland

MARIA KAPTEIJNS, The Netherlands

I mainly deal with figurative art, but I’m interested in
the supernatural condition of human identity, which
constitute an important motive of my abstract research.
I’m also trying to
explore the possibilities of the traditional drawing and
digital graphics as well as mural, illustration, comic art.
I’ve participated in many exhibitions and art projects in
Poland and
abroad, including Lessedra World Art Print Annual – Mini
Print second time this year.

I’ve been participating since 2004, skipping few years.
Twice I have been in Sofia, in 2005 and in 2018. During
the most recent trip I also prepared for participation of
Bulgarian printers in the Dutch event Grafiek2019, thanks
to Georgi’s information and network.
The majority of my work has the city as its subject. It
evolved from nature and insect biotopes - real wildlife
in our cultivated cities - to swarm behaviour of human
beings.

MAUD PROBST – RÖNNBOM
Sweden

South Bank Moment, 2019, Etching, 19,3 x 13,7 cm

Pandemic Line II, 2020, Vector Graphics, Plotter,
21 x 19 cm

Wood II, 2020, FP Engraving, 14,5 x 13,5 cm

Wave, 2020, Etching, Aquatint, 25,8 x 19,5 cm

MAURA KEATING, Ireland

I participated for the second time, but i watched your
event with interest many times.
I graduated from the Academy of Arts in Bucharest,
Romania, Graphics Department 1992. I am currently a
teacher of graphics and drawing at the High School of
Arts in Bucharest.
I like to work inspired by nature. I’m not making a special
effort, because everything is pleasure, an exercise, like
a daily ritual got into the habit. My artistic maturity is
expressed through some defining elements: generous
surfaces, open, simple shapes, free areas on the paper
white, monochromes vaguely touched by other color
accents, shadows strangers, whose transparency seems
to open up to another world.

I am very pleased with the opportunity to participate at
Miniprint and Mixed Media in Lessedra every year since
2016.
I work with art in a variation of different themes, techniques and materials. Forms, colours or surfaces and
the interplay in between launch a process. To work with
different expressions in a theme or project gives birth to
new discoveries.
Since 1990 I have worked with graphic techniques,
sculpture and painting.
Webb; www.maudprobst.com
www.ateljepegasos.com
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METTE MAILUND STRONG, Denmark

MICHAELA WINTER, Germany

Letters from Pompei I, 2020, Collograph, 22 x 28 cm

I am a first time participant at Lessedra.
Member of IAA and The Danish Printmaker Association.
For more info see me website mettestrong.dk

Lonely V, 2020, Intaglio, 19 x 27 cm

I am a fifth-time participant of Lessedra`s Annual Mini
Print. I am fascinated by the chaotic/organic structures
and shapes of stones. For me, these are documents of
nature and life. Recreating these is my way of expressing
the ‘Sein’ and the connections and controlling the chaos
of life, aiming to compose a space of perception and
awareness.

MIKA YAMASHITA, Japan

MIRIAM LIBHABER, Mexico

Magic – B , 2019, Etching, Aquatint, Dry Point,
Hand Coloring, 15 x 20 cm

ALLEGRETTO, 2020, Monotype, 16 x 12 cm

MICHELLE GRIFFITHS, England

UNIQUAL BALANCE, 2019, Screen Print, 7,6 x 7,6 cm

I have enjoyed participating in five Lessedra Mini Print
Exhibitions, the first being in 2006. For me, mini prints
encourage a more experimental and playful approach.
Rather like working in a sketchbook, ideas can be tried
out, variations experimented with and concepts developed over a connected series of prints. They become
a testing ground for visual language and a personal
iconography.

MIWAKO OSO, Japan

SAGASAKA GRAFFITI, 2019, Etching, Aquatint,
14,8 x 17,8 cm

I have participated in this exhibition for around 15 years.
I think it’s very meaningful to have such an opportunity to
see art works from abroad, as it’s not possible for people
to move nowadays. Thank you for continuing this project!
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MONICA JACOBS, U. S. A.

NADINE OTT – CALEMYN, Switzerland
Springtime, 2020, Acrylic and Monotype,
11,5 x 16 cm

Sleep on the Mountain, 2019, Woodcut, 22,5 x 15 cm

When I found Lessedra Art Gallery, it came at a distinct
time when I decided to make art my lifelong career! That
was back in the winter of 2005/2006, when my artwork
moved away from what the university taught me & into
artwork that moved me. Since the 2006 Exhibit, I decided to continue each year to create art that is inspired
by this Bulgarian art community & the turn of events
around me.

For the fourth time I am exhibiting in the Lessedra
gallery, it is always a pleasure that my miniatures are
exhibited there.
Painting is a passion for me, colors inspire me, sometimes I want to have more colors available, so I mix and
experiment with different materials.
I have been living in Muri near Bern in Switzerland for 54
years, I was born in Bruges, Belgium, where I lived for 21
years, where I attended evening school in the Academy
of Fine Arts.

The time, environment, thoughts, and feelings of the moment you are alive. It might be a quiet and boring thing to
see from the people around. But each one comes with a
story, discovery, growth, and sometimes reflection.
The fish in the aquarium also seem to be swimming
elegantly, but I don’t really know. We want to express
some of the events in our lives in a picture as if we were
looking at a small event in a fish tank. I am very grateful
for the opportunity to connect with people all over the
world at a time when the whole world is unstable.

Escucha, 2020, Mixed Media, Mono Print
and Woodcut, 14 x 11,5 cm

NASTAZJA CIUPA, Poland

Into the Dark, 2020, Lithograph, 29 x 16 cm

I am the second participant in the Mini Print LESSEDRA
World Art Print. I am a visual artist working in the media
of graphic art, in particular lithography, printmaking,
design, installation and painting. I am a PhD student and
lecturer at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, specializing fine arts in the Lithography Studio. I have contributed to numerous individual and collective exhibitions in
Poland and worldwide.

NICOLE CLÖER, Germany
Love and Kisses, 2020, Lip Print, 17 x 12 cm

I am a German artist who is born and lives in Bremen.
I’ve been trained at the Münster Fine Arts School. I’m
painting, drawing and sculpting since my early childhood. When I’m working with oils I put all my energy
on the canvas. Through my often abstract paintings I
reinterprete the world around me. Colours are the vector
of my emotions.

NANAKO YOSHIKAWA, Japan

OVIDIU PETCA, Romania

The Walk of the Postmodern Egyptian Girls XXVIII,
2018, Digital Print, 21,4 x 15 cm

I am happy for my participation in Lessedra World Art Print
Annual and I regret that I entered this circuit so late, in
2018.
I appreciate the quality of the works admitted in exhibitions
and the catalog rich in information and I am glad that in the
future you will pay more attention to the artist, not only to
the work.
I am a graphic artist and I have been working for thirty
years as artistic editor of the culture magazine Tribuna from
Cluj-Napoca, dealing with the columns dedicated to the
visual arts.
In 2010, I organized the annual exhibition “Tribuna Graphic”,
which became a well-known exhibition worldwide. I have
collaborated with several generations of artists around the
world and I am glad that I met many famous engravers in
the exhibitions organized by Georgi. Congratulations and
thank you for your cooperation.
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PÁL CSABA, Hungary
Spasm 01, 2020, Digital Print, 10 x 10 cm

Expectation, 2020, Linocut, 10 x 10 cm

I have been participating in Lessedra’s international
graphic and mixed media exhibitions for ten years. My
submitted works were based on the following concept.
The human soul is full of unconscious desires and
emotions. They often oppose the exterior with our world.
Their opposition is the reason for their incompatibility
with the elements of our inner world, consciousness the
reason. Internal forces act as resistors against them and
the “incompatible”desires are pushed out of consciousness. We then know nothing about these displaced
elements. I seek and want to express these unconscious
elements. My images consist of a constant conflict of our
forgotten inner and outer worlds.

I am participating 3 years at Lessedra. I graduated
Pedagogical University in Cracow, Poland, with a master
degree in Artistic Education in the Arts. I also graduated
Academy of Fine Arts in Wrocław, Poland, receiving
a master degree in glass design. I took part in many
international contests and exhibitions, and received the
artistic scholarship in my hometown. I’m also a member
of Polish Artists Association since 2017.

PETER CREUZBURG, Germany

PIA GRAESBOLL OTTESEN, Denmark

PADRAIC REANEY, Ireland

Inishark Island, 2020, Giclee Print, 30 x 20 cm

PAULA POHLI, Ireland

Sun Bath, 2019, Digital Print, 11 x 14 cm

Chamäleon´s Modenschau 3, 2020, Etching, Digital
Print, 25 x 15 cm

PATRYCJA GODULA, Poland

Daddy Longlegs, 2020, Etching, 12,5 x 12,5 cm

With a classic background and a stroke of the whimsy
of idea art, I am inspired by the fragmentary element.
There’s only what it takes.
The code words or perhaps approaching the thread
through my works are: Playful, material-investigative, curious, process-oriented and surprising. And this applies
without seeing selected media.
Billedhugger Pia Græsbøll
www.graesboll.dk

Dublin born lino-printmaker and egg tempera painter.
She currently experiments with the polarities of our
natural world and the man-made.
Paula enjoyed 6 Solo Exhibitions in Dublin, Ireland; 1 in
Holland, 1 in Germany, and 3 in the US.
Internationally she has participated in over 30 Print Biennials: 12 times with Lessedra, between 2007- 2020. Her
works are in many collections, private and public.
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RICH DETHLEFSEN, Denmark

RUTH RIGHETTI, Switzerland

Untitled, 2020, Mixed Media on Handmade Paper,
21 x 28,7 cm

In the Face of the Corona Pandemic, 2020, Monotype
on Paper, 9,5 x 21 cm

Rich. Dethlefsen is an Danish artist. His art-world is
not easy to describe in words, he therefore does it with
artworks. It is a combination of many factors put into his
special kind of brain. But as he usually says: “listen to
your eyes and make your own decision”. He has, among
other, exhibited in USA, South Korea, Russia, Romania as
you can see in his CV - www.rizh-art.dk

I have participated since 2012 at Lessedra. My recent
work is influenced by the worldwide lockdown and isolation during the corona pandemic. My artistic work is a
slow attentive process between calculated and unpredictable elements. Important components are overprinting,
resetting, changing and standing even unknown aspects.
I paint or print intuitively layer by layer, choose different
formats and genres. Every paper is a new field and yet - I
continue to write on the same own narrative.

SAYAKA SUZUKI, Japan

Full Swing, 2019, Copperplate Engraving, 15 x 12 cm

I am second time participant, from Japan.
The main theme of my works is “Utopia”.
That is exit in nature, our life, and relationships of people.
I hope to make anyone’s feelings understood by my
works.

SHOKO TAKEDA, Japan

Man in the Train I, 2020, Woodcut Lithograph,
15 x 15 cm

SARA WAISBURD, Mexico

EL COLORADO, 2020, Monotype, 16 x 12 cm

I am participating 10 years in Lessedra. Whatever affects
one of us affects all the humanity, we are living it now
with this Pandemia.
My work refers to this unity and I use gold, silver colors
symbolizing the energy that created us and protect us.
Because of the time we are going through I decided to do
an intervention on a face mask to remember this period
of time. Thanks.

SILKE BARTSCH, Germany

Still Playing II, 2020, Digital and Hand
Print on Paper, 29 x 21 cm

I am participating 3 years now and I am very positively
surprised how professionally the Lessedra art gallery
works. Our first contact was through a visit of Georgi in
my studio in Berlin.
The hand printing on different materials fascinates me
because of its directness in the realization. A variety of
forms, such as stencil-like shapes but also amorphous
forms can be found in my poetic works on linoleum and
also in the shirt prints.
In my painting, which includes exterior spaces, interiors
and occasionally landscapes, stencil-like forms define
architectural elements that coexist with amorphous forms
and often get lost in non-representational motifs.
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SIMONE B C JOSPIN, Brazil

SJOERD TEGELAERS, The Netherlands

It’s with great pleasure that I have been participating in
this Lessedra project since 2014, being a great opportunity to create and produce. This year 2020 is a special
year, of total introspection, of questioning ourselves and
of course of a lot of artistic production, and each one in
his space only emits vibrations of love in everything and
for everything the world, and what better than art for that?

I feel connected to the world we live in and the society
I am a part of. Emotion, human behaviour and morality
have been the inspiration of many of my works. I react
and reflect on things I see in our society. I want to show
authentic situations while leaving the door open for
humor to enter my works because I believe humor makes
otherwise confrontational subjects easier to grasp.

Contact, 2020, Wood and Linoleum, 29 x 23 cm

Heaven was built by Heathens,
2019, Mezzotint, 15 x 20 cm

STEVE BABBITT, U. S. A.

SYLVIA WONG, Canada

Storm, 2020, Image transfer, Pastel and Encaustic,
17,7 x 12,7 cm

Hong Kong Amplitude, 2020, Linocut, Chine Colle,
15 x 10 cm

I am drawn to subjects, often in or connected to the landscape, which in some way seem out of place or not readily
identifiable. I like to use my camera to aid in my exploration
of the world and to pare away or isolate all that I feel is unnecessary. I was born in Oakland California and have been
making photographs and mixed media encaustics for the
past 40 years. I have taught photography for 25 years and
am currently a professor of art at Black Hills State University
in Spearfish, South Dakota. I received both my BFA and
MFA in photography from The San Francisco Art Institute.
My photographs can be found in the collections of The
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, France; The Getty Museum
Library, Malibu, California; the Washington Pavilion of
Arts and Sciences, Sioux Falls, South Dakota and the San
Francisco Art Institute. I currently live in Rapid City, SD with
my beautiful and brilliant wife, Nancy.

I am a returning participant of Lessedra, the printmaking
process allows me to leave multiple traces of my creative
energy behind on paper, an extremely gratifying way for
me to record my sense of existence. I believe creating is
an avenue that leads to approaching poetry with oneself
and it offers permission for oneself towards self-preservation. My prints are rather personal orchestrated invitations for my audience to engage in an intimate dialogue
with me and my images are often abstract like music,
yet they resonate with the landscape in order to convey a
certain feeling, sensation or idea. Hong Kong 2020 is a
new series of work dedicated to my late father who left a
respectable mark in Hong Kong.
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SOLANGE KOWALEWSKI, France

After You Two, 2020, Digital Print, 23 x 18 cm

I’m working with Lessedra for a very long time and I
continue. Why? Certainly because the Gallery propose
several beautiful exhibitions in the year. And more, with
kindness. The first is finished, I think for the other. The
mind is always requited. And the images too.
Like this one which is here because the reflection was
another. I never made like this before.

TAKANORI IWASE, Japan

The Mountain Pass, 2020, Wood Engraving, 8 x 11 cm

I am the director of YUWAKU SOUSAKU NO MORI
PRINTMAKING STUDIO in Japan. I have learned with
studio users and am delighted with printmaking. I started
making prints at the age of 15 and have been making
prints for 47 years. I draw on the nature around me that I
am familiar with. At an international exhibition, I feel the
importance of understanding and interacting with each
printmaker’s worldview.

TAKESHI SAYAMA, Japan

Fantasy on the Waterside I, 2020, Woodblock Print,
15 x 15 cm

I am participating 7 times from 2012, and my works is
wood cut printing on the handmade paper.
I participate every year with pleasure!

TATIANA SAMOILOVA, France

TALVIKKI LUSA, Finland

TANIA BEAUMONT, England

Spring is in the Air, 2020, Etching, Aquatint,
15 x 12 cm

Home Alone, 2020, Lino print on Collage,
12,5 x 16 cm

I`ve been participating in Lessedra since 2004 - and it
has become an important part of my year of printmaking.
I work as a Finnish teacher in a High school - printmaking is my joy. My method is old - etching and aquatint and with my naive art I want to express life from a corner
that matters to me: to bring joy, understanding and
friendship with the help of fairy-tale like animals. Nature
around us is the greatest gift of all.

Tania Beaumont is a Painter-Printmaker who uses a diverse mix of media to explore her chosen theme. She has
already taken part in Lessedra exhibitions six times.
She takes inspiration from her surroundings: figures
passing by, reflections in windows, plants sprouting out
of cracks in the pavement or walls, seaweeds and pebbles on a beach, and bees in their hive.
Website: www.taniabeaumont.squarespace.com

TE KNUDSEN, Canada

THAMRONGSAK NIMANUSSORNKUL
Thailand

Guardian Angel, 2019, Reworked Screen Print,
26 x 20 cm

Two Gentlemen of Saskatchewan,
2019, Mokuhanga, 23 x 18 cm

Tatiana Samoilova born in Saint Petersburg has been
living in France for twenty years.
Her works mainly uses graphics and collage techniques.
She made a hundred exhibitions in France and abroad:
USA, Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Germany,
Poland, Romania, Bosnia, Russia and the first time in
Lessedra.

-----It is my pleasure to participate in the 19th World Art
Print Annual – Mini Print 2020 for the first time. My
interest in Mokuhanga began a few years ago when I
first became enamoured with the prints of Paul Jacoulet.
A university course, and a residency in Kawaguchiko,
Japan later, I feel I am still at the beginning of exploring
the myriad techniques and possibilities of this ancient
printmaking method.-------

Duality of Balance 3, 2020, Silk Screen,
11,5 x 23 cm

Thamrongsak Nimanussornkul is a print-making artist,
and an associate professor at Faculty of Information
and Communication Technology, Silpakorn University,
Thailand. He has high skill in Silk Screen Technique. His
works has the unique characteristic of precision to print
many layers of systematic color dots over the same point
for 20 - 50 layers. He started to use this technique since
1996. He is participating in Lessedra for 6 years.
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THERESA BOND, U. S. A.

TOSHIMI KITANO, Japan

Vanishing Hedgehog Cactus, 2019, Reductive
Silkscreen, 29 x 22,5 cm

The last time I participated in the Lessedra Miniprint
Annual was 2008; this year I decided to submit my work
again in hopes of rejoining the world community of printmakers. The natural world is my muse. The concerns of
our environment, man’s impact on his surroundings, and
the future of the planet influence my subject choices. My
goal is to capture the essence of small moments, from
my own yard to images of endangered species.

TSUTOMU MIZUTA, Japan

Anderoids II-84, 2020, Lithograph, Diam. 20 cm

Triphony on Lithography
Swinging between motif such as “repeated brilliance”
and “Eros”, I enjoy a jam session -like approaching to
producing Lithography. See how I use three colorsyellow red and blue to compose a triphony here.

Painting III, 2020, Etching, Aquatint, 20 x 17,7 cm

TSAI-PING SHIEH, Taiwan

Companion 5, 2020, Stencil, Intaglio, Combined
Methods, 29 x 23 cm

I have been involved in this project since the beginning
of the exhibition.
Through art prints, I feel the joy of interacting with friends
all over the world.I am happy to have a connection between Bulgarian and Japanese artists, and by extension,
around the world.

ULLA LINDBERG, Finland

Brown Tangles in the Stairs of Life, 2020, Monotype,
28,6 x 20.6

I´m participating for the 4th time.
I found graphics late in my life but am so incredibly
grateful for all the time I get to spend in the Art Workshop.
I love experimenting with different graphic techniques
and find inspiration everywhere. In our beautiful Nordic
nature, in my home, on our beautiful summer island.
Inspiration truly exist everywhere!
All I have to do is open my eyes and look around.
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USCHI KREMPEL, Germany

Ahrenshoop I, 2019, Embossing Print (Unique),
20 x 20 cm

2008 was the first time I took part at the World Print
Lessedra World Art Print Annual and since then more or
less regularly.
Fine art printmaking is my passion. In 1993 I became
addicted to the technique of screen printing and the
possibility of building up images out of layers of colours.
In 2003 I started experimenting with etching – aquatint
and dry point. I am interested in the unfinished open, the
colour noise, the playful joy of making.

VERENA VOGT, Switzerland

Landscape III, 2020, Monotype, 15 x 15 cm

WADE LOUGH, U. S. A.

Aesop`s Fables series – The Fox and the Cat,
2020, Manipulated Monoprint, 15,5 x 8,5

VERONICA ROJAS LEDERMANN, Chile

VIRGINIA ROUGON CHAVIS, U. S. A.

My engraving promotes the emancipation of the Matrix and
the Woman, and, it is artistic installation or montage, the
one that proposes an artistic-conceptual strategy.
Each piece of copper, bronze or iron records a original trace,
which is discovered working in the present. It is a source of
creation. I look for the “bridge” between material food and
spiritual food, and, Art balances my relationship between
image and reality. The Woman and the Naked as existence.
Specifically the corroded face of the matrix is coherent to
the human existence, offer silence crossed by non-words
and non speech: the primal scream. In the course and
discovery of my engraving, the year 2016 I incorporate silk,
over/through bronze and copper, and the dialogue of the
luminous image and somber matrix is produced. (Exhibited
in Santiago, Chile and Verona , Italy 2017).

3rd year participant. I am an artist, designer, & Professor
of Art at University of Mississippi (18 years). My works
typically include metaphor obtained from routine experiences and the year 2020 has been anything but routine.
I was moved to create these small works surrounding
emotions felt due to the covid-19 pandemic. The prints
contain symbols of the fragile nature of our emotions &
our need for community.

Tree, 2020, Etching, 10 x 10 cm

WENDY CARTER LE FOL, Wales

Off Center, 2020, Relief and Mixed Media,
21,5 x 15 cm

YASUFUMI TAKANO, Japan

Dog Toy, 2019, Linocut, 22,5 x 20 cm

Shade Plants, 2019, Dry Point, 5 x 5 cm

I have participated in Lessedra Mini Print since 2003,
when I was a Fine Art undergraduate. I enjoy being part
of such an international event. I also value the catalogues - they really show how varied the medium of print
can be. My entry this year is lighthearted, inspired by
one of my dogs’ crazy looking toys.

I am participating every year from 2016.
I’m always struggling to strictly discipline and carefully
diminish skills, previous experience and stock of knowledge; for the treasure is to convert the initial emotion,
with all its fragility and naivety, into something tangible.
Art should not be a mere product displaying exquisite
processing nor a convenient medium of intentional
expression. Otherwise, I would never be the first happy
person to embrace a new-born work.

It has been a pleasure to participate in the Mini-print.
I began my participation with Lessdra Mini-Print in 2005
when my “Hamlet Variation” and “A Clown Comforting
a Clown” was accepted. This year, was my sixteenth
Mini-Print. I look forward to participating each year. The
competition provides me a way to experiment with new
print techniques. Also, there is Georgi. I’ve never met
him, and yet, I know he is a gentleman. He is perfect PR
for the Mini-Print. Thanks, Georgi.
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YASUYUKI UZAWA, Japan

YEVA PYSHNYK, Ukraine

Sunday Afternoon 1, 2020, Giclee Print, 10 x 10 cm

That Evening, 2020, Dry Point, 8 x 12 cm

YOKO UMEDA, Japan

Farewell 1, 2019, Etching, Aquatint, 20 x 15 cm

I am a first-time participant at Lessedra.

I am participating for the first time.
I am very happy to participate in this wonderful exhibition.
I would like to continue to exhibit in your two international exhibitions whenever possible.
Thank you for your continued support.

YOSHIKO KISO, Japan

Spaceship and Station, 2029, Intaglio, 13 x 12,5 cm

I’ve been making prints more than 30 years.
Though it’s always difficult for me to decide my image,
I enjoy the whole process of printmaking. It’s thrilling
to see how the image looks like when I pull a proof,
because I never know how exactly it looks until then. I
also enjoy seeing other artists’ prints in the catalogue.
It’s fun to imagine how the artist got the idea and made
prints using what media.

I would like to thank all of the organizers for making
this traditional festival, which let me feel a part of some
big and important art-event. Also, I am thankful to my
teachers and my university - UMCS, which continues to
expand my horizons in art. In my graphics, I tried to show
my passion and find some calm for myself. All my works
are inspired by my relations with the people around me
because people are my biggest inspiration.

YOSHIKO MINO, Japan

Silent Player, 2020, Etching, Aquatint, 25,5 x 18 cm

I participated three times (2020, 2017,2016).I like to
make etching works printed by three primitive colors
with the theme of music. I participate in exhibitions in
Japan etc. several times a year. Pastel is also my favorite
painting material, I published a picture book “Tinnitus”
made with oil pastel in 2020. ISBN9784908827655. I
work for the company on weekdays, become an artist on
weekends. Instagram “minosanshoudou”
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I live in a country side in Japan.
I have been submitting my works to Lessedra Exhibition
for 15 years.
I love flowers and plants so I grow a lot of them in my
garden.
Thus, I often choose flowers and plants as the theme and
get inspired by the flowers during my work.
I feel the strong vitality, flexibility and dynamism of the
flower, which spreads out to the world of fantasy.

YUKIKO UEDA, Japan

They are still there, 2019, Etching, 20,5 x 14,5

I present ‘life’’ death’’ lonely’ through the work.
My work is influenced my childhood experience.
I was born in the closed countryside somewhere in
Japan.

YVAN LAFONTAINE, Canada

YVONNE ALEXIEFF, France

Reverie, 2020, Digital Print, 20 x 20 cm

ZITA UITERWIJK, The Netherlands

Hobbes, 2020, Mezzotint, 18 x 14 cm

Shape of Mind I, 2020, Etching, 17,7 x 11,7 cm

I participate for the first time at Lessedra small prints
international competition,
Bulgaria is the country where I am born. Currently I live
in France.
Since 2007, I have participated in nine Lessedra Miniprint Exhibitions and 4 Lessedra International Painting
and Mixed Media. It is always a pleasure to receive your
invitation.
My recent production explores the intangibility of water
through an approach focused on movement. ¨Water
makes us dream with is reflection, its transparency and
the depth it hides. Water is the beginning of contemplation of place, time and memory.

My work is mainly Black & white and larger formats.
Mezzotint and some mixed media approach is often to
be found in my series. The subject matter is nature, the
body...
«Black and White is the color of the unconscious, of
memory. It is fiction. This is what is closest to me, where
I re-find myself»
I share this statement of photographer Sarah Moon.

I have been participating 2 years. I like to work in series
and repetition to make the process visible. The process
is a search for a visual language and the essence behind
the visible world. I prefer to show this ‘ in-between
space’ by using abstract elements and minimal use
of colour. The abstract elements, the lines and forms,
originate from observation and are associated with music
and rhythm.

BULGARIAN ARTISTS
2020

CONTEMPORARY ART PROJECTS
19th LESSEDRA WORLD ART PRINT ANNUAL – MINI PRINT
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AVRAM DIMITROV, Bulgaria

CHRISTOPHOR KRUSTEV, Bulgaria

Fragments XXVIII, 2019, Monoprint, 15,4 x 11,5 cm

Hello, this is my 7th participation at Lessedra Gallery and
it is always a pleasure to work with. For me I would say I
am an artist with vocation for experimenting with different
materials and techniques. I am trying to give them an
interesting twist in attempt to visualize my feelings and
thoughts. Because, for me art is, mainly, way of thinking
so keep thinking.

Fusing 2, 2020, CGD, 15 x 15 cm

“To be or not to be?” These are the questions of our time,
related to something coming from somewhere and it is
unknown when it will go away.
Gallery Lessedra answered with “to be” and each of the
participating artists in 19th Lessedra International Mini
Print Exhibition should be grateful to this institution!
Thanks Lessedra.

EVGENIY PANTEV, Bulgaria

IVAN BACHVAROV, Bulgaria

The fact is that I’m participating in Lessedra mini print
international, from the beginning…all most 19 yrs. I’m
glad that during this period, the exhibition survived and
had achieved international recognition worldwide…I
have to say that during all this years, I as an print artist,
at the opening receptions, met with a lot of international
print artist from different parts of the world and culture
background…that experience is very important because
you could discus about art, exchange knowledge / ideas,
“tête a tête” with other visiting artists, which for me those
meetings was better than trough social medias…

Ivan Bachvarov graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts
– Sofia in 1981 under Professor Eftim Tomov, Major –
Graphic art, Etching. Since then he has been a freelance
artist. His works are purchased by the National Art
Gallery – Sofia and by collectors abroad. Member of the
Union of Bulgarian Artists. Prizes and awards: Diploma
of Excellence Artist Stockholm, Sweden ’97; Diploma
Venice, Italy ’98; Diploma # 2 Venice, Italy ’99.

Traces XV, 2020, Dry Point, 7 x 5 cm

Lucky III, 2020, Etching, 20 x 14 cm
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DANIELA EFREMOVA, Bulgaria
Sea 3, 2020, Monotype, 16 x 24 cm

I am taking part in the international exhibition of Lessedra
gallery for the second time. I am showing three graphic
art works using a monotypic technique.
This is a technique that incorporates painting and graphics. The end result is an individual and unique print. This
distinguishes the monotypic technique from the replication art methods - there is no way to exactly recreate what
has been painted. The technique is not easy, it is hard
to control, even though it gives the opposite impression
initially /especially if the artist wants to achieve more
than an accidental effect.

IVAN NINOV, Bulgaria

Untitled, 2020, Dry Point, 12 x 15 cm

Born on 19th August 1946.
In 1969 graduated from the Art School in Sofia.
Since 1970 he has been participating in almost all
International biennials and triennials of graphic art and
representative exhibitions of Bulgarian graphic abroad.
Ivan Ninov lives and works in Sofia.

KRASIMIRA DRENSKA, Bulgaria

MARIA TSELKINSKA, Bulgaria

Born 1988. I live and work in Sofia, Bulgaria.
For 10 years I have been participating in the annual exhibitions for small graphics at the Lessedra Gallery. I work
in the field of digital graphics and the art of handmade
paper. In my paper works I mix materials and approaches
from the textile art, and the digital ones are their continuation, transformed into graphic author’s collages. My art
has a strong decorative character with special attention
to ornament.

I work in different fields and with different materials painting, graphics, digital illustration, photography and
drawing. In my work I am inspired by topics concerning
autobiographical moments, self-analysis, questions
about the Self and the Ego. With the question of the
essence of my Self, problems arise for free will and
predestination, for freedom in creative expression, for the
self-esteem that I give myself as an artist.

Solitaire II, 2020, CGD, 20 x 14 cm

ROSSEN STANOEV, Bulgaria

Sketch haute couture XV, 2019, Mixed Media, Digital
Print, 22 x 14,3 cm

I am participating for the first time in the Lessedra World
Art Print Annual – Mini Print 2020. Looking at the bio of
many of my friends graphic artists from around the world,
I found that they all participated in this competition. I
wish for many years to come that the Lessedra Gallery
delights us with the high level of graphics it presents. I
am preparing my works for the participation next year.

Shadows 1, 2020, Woodcut, 17 x 17 cm

NATASHA BALABANOVA, Bulgaria
Sunrise II, 2020, Siligraph, 23 x 10 cm

RUMYANA BOEVA, Bulgaria

RUMYANA KARASTAMOVA, Bulgaria

I live and create art in Sofia. I love discovering and travelling
to unknown places in Bulgaria. I’m pretty sure a lot of people
don’t know in what a beautiful country they live. The nature
loads me with positive energy and it keeps inspiring me into
creating art pieces such as the ones I’m presenting in this
current exhibition. I love experimenting with new materials.
My weather paintings are drawn in technique called monotype.
I chose “Spring” as a topic of my first painting because I associate it with new beginnings, new emotions and a new thrill.
My second painting brings autumn vibes “The Autumn” is so
captivating that I can hardly look away from it’s fascinating
colors yet it brings a bit of sadness and emptiness. Winter is a
season not so favourite to many people but I like it! I really do,
it creates fresh mood, purity in the form of a white thick cover
with many hidden houses. Don’t you think they are looking for
warmth and coziness in the snow just as we people are looking
for love and understanding between our special ones. I really
hope my paintings can make you feel these emotions. We need
love and more positive energy to live our life on it’s fullest!
Thank you from all my heart for the opportunity you gave me
to take part in the exhibition of gallery “Lessedra” for a second
year in a row.

I am second time participant in “Lessedra World Art
Print Annual Mini Print”. My artworks are part of print
art cycle “Nature’s Landscapes”. I’m working in different
print techniques like etching, aquatint, lithography,
linocut, monotype and mixed media. The object of my
impression is the nature, especially the Landscape and
how humans are changing the surrounding areas. The
print art series, which I’m working on now are “Concrete
Landscapes” and “Concrete Flowers”.

Autumn, 2020, Monotype, 15 x 15 cm

Sea Level III, 2020, Monotype, 9 x 9 cm
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SNEZHINA BISSEROVA, Bulgaria

TSVETA PETROVA, Bulgaria

DEHUMANIZED SPACE III, 2020, Aquatint, 26 x 19 cm

To try to discover the countless subtle manifestations of eternity – matter and spirit, space and time, and among all this –
the man with his drama – that’s the meaning and the direction
of my chosen path as an artist; leaving aside the ephemerally
attractive and commercial, to touch as closely as possible the
essence of things with the means that I have.
For me art is an endless journey to what is the most unknown
– to oneself. No one knows what he would find on the way, just
as nobody knows his own boundaries. But would it be sensible
to choose a particular way if we knew in advance where it
would lead us?
Quote about current project
In the series ‘Dehumanized spaces” I strive to minimize the
graphic narration in favor of an impact of the image which
has been rendered limpid to the utmost. By a clearly stated
individual pictorial
registry I try to construct a world-metaphor of the loneliness,
isolation and alienation of man.
More about the author at: https://bisser.eu

Dedicated to Robert Motherwell 2, 2020, CGD,
23 x 17 cm

I`m a printmaker based in Sofia, Bulgaria. I am working
both with classical techniques and computer-generated
images.
I take part of the Lessedra Mini Print Annual Exhibition
since 2010 - it is a great opportunity for me to meet
other artists from all around the world and their work.

VALENTINA POULIOVA, Bulgaria

Untitled I, 2020, Wood Engraving, 21 x 29 cm

About Mind and Matter in Sculpture
While visiting a monastery in Eastern Europe, I saw the
curved silhouettes of monks moving through the soft light that
wrapped the structure. If you look long enough at these men, it
feels like time simply stops. As if the thoughts and questions
that trouble the mind of men since the Stone Age have stood
still through time. I couldn’t help to compare them with sculptors. Much like these artists who hit, cut, hack and dent, they
only scratch the surface, trying to crack the mystery of their
existence. I reflected on how a sculptor works. While in communion with the boulder, a sacred bond emerges: mind meets
matter and it all freezes, becoming everlasting. Solid and eternal but also bent to the flow of the present, these silhouettes
are a blend of grandeur and simplicity, that is why the stone
material is important. Human life seems fleeting when one
compares it to the Ages this stone will know. Somehow, the
abstract and invisible act of thinking will engrave itself in a very
real and visible way in the stone and give it’s full splendor.
Taking from the past to make the present timeless: that is what
one expects from the fusion of mind and matter.
I try to reflect that trough my works. My wood engravings will
also be exposed, some of them are improvisations on wooden
boxes.
By Georges Vanev

VENTSISLAVA STOYANOVA, Bulgaria

VIOLETA APOSTOLOVA, Bulgaria

Visual art is a part of me and my life. Drawing, collage,
digital graphics and decorative-abstract installation forms
are my daily routine. I mix materials and techniques, different formats and approaches, but I always stay true to
my expressiveness, which characterizes my work in the
last few years. At the heart of it all is the line, the drawing
and the human figure, combined with the texture of the
collage elements.
I am participating in Lessedra World Art Print Annual –
Mini Print for the second year.

Violeta Apostolova – Leti lives and works in Sofia. She has
participated in Lessedra exhibitions since 2010. She works
in the field of photography, printmaking - both with classic
graphic techniques and with computer-generated images.
Violeta demonstrates interest in design, typography, books
and more. She has been a member of the Union of Bulgarian Artists, Section “Graphics and Illustration” since 2016.
Violeta participates regularly in local, national, regional and
international exhibitions and projects in the field of graphics
and photography. She also participates as a jury in various
competitions in the field of photography and graphics. As
an artist, Violeta explores topics related to boundaries,
lost connections, self-discovery and faith, as well as the
relationship between text and image. She has taken part in
graphic exhibitions in Spain, England, Serbia, Romania,
Russia, Mexico, Hungary, Austria, Croatia and others. She
has won awards in the field of graphics.

HUTUFETZI 1, 2020, Linocut, 19 x 10 cm

Donated II, 2020, CGD, 20 x 20 cm
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